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ABSTRACT 
During the last half century, a deep knowledge of the actions of proteins has 
emerged from a broad range of experimental and computational methods. This means 
that there are now many opportunities for understanding how the varieties of proteins 
affect larger scale behaviors of organisms, in terms of phenotypes and diseases. It is 
broadly acknowledged that sequence, structure and dynamics are the three essential 
components for understanding proteins. Learning about the relationships among protein 
sequence, structure and dynamics becomes one of the most important steps for 
understanding the mechanisms of proteins. Together with the rapid growth in the 
efficiency of computers, there has been a commensurate growth in the sizes of the public 
databases for proteins. The field of computational biology has undergone a paradigm 
shift from investigating single proteins to looking collectively at sets of related proteins 
and broadly across all proteins. we develop a novel approach that combines the structure 
knowledge from the PDB, the CATH database with sequence information from the Pfam 
database by using co-evolution in sequences to achieve the following goals: (a) 
Collection of co-evolution information on the large scale by using protein domain family 
data; (b) Development of novel amino acid substitution matrices based on the structural 
information incorporated; (c) Higher order co-evolution correlation detection. 
The results presented here show that important gains can come from 
improvements to the sequence matching. What has been done here is simple and the pair 
correlations in sequence have been decomposed into singlet terms, which amounts to 
discarding much of the correlation information itself.  The gains shown here are 
encouraging, and we would like to develop a sequence matching method that retains the 
vii 
 
pair (or higher order) correlation information, and even higher order correlations directly, 
and this should be possible by developing the sequence matching separately for different 
domain structures.  
The many body correlations in particular have the potential to transform the 
common perceptions in biology from pairs that are not actually so very informative to 
higher-order interactions. Fully understanding cellular processes will require a large body 
of higher-order correlation information such as has been initiated here for single proteins. 
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CHAPTER 1.    OVERVIEW 
The first description of a protein can be traced back to a communication of Iacopo 
B. Beccari made in 1745, where he separated and identified gluten and starch from wheat 
flour. And, the first use of the word "protein" in the scientific literature can be traced 
back to 1838 (Valentini et al., 2002). The Dutch scientist, Gerhardus J. Mulder 
introduced the word "protein" to the Swedish chemist, Jöns Jacob Berzelius, to describe 
them as "vegeto-animal" substances, which are widely present in blood, silk, egg white 
and plants. The word protein itself is derived from the Greek adjective "πρωεείοδ", 
meaning primary or principal. Proteins are the most essential components of all living 
organisms. Their functions include catalysis of chemical reactions, structural scaffolds for 
the structural parts of organisms, transporting molecules in and out of the cell with 
membrane transporters, producing mechanical work from chemical reactions, and 
signaling, as well as being critical members of complex machines in the cell. These 
activities over a wide range of functions exhibit a widely varying range of specificities 
from high to low, and can depend on other proteins, RNA and DNA. The first structure of 
a protein was disappointing because it did not immediately explain how it functioned.  
This was contrary to the information provided by the DNA structure, where the structure 
immediately informed about how it functions.  
During the last half century, a deep knowledge of the actions of proteins has 
emerged from a broad range of experimental and computational methods.  This means 
that there are now many opportunities for understanding how the varieties of proteins 
affect larger scale behaviors of organisms, in terms of phenotypes and diseases. In 
addition the vast knowledge of the variabilities in proteins affords the opportunity to use 
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that information to provide a deeper, more informed view of evolution. But before these 
efforts can be entirely successful, it requires a thorough analysis of the combined data on 
proteins that is already available. 
1.1. Background 
It is broadly acknowledged that sequence, structure and dynamics are the three 
essential components for understanding proteins. The primary component of all proteins 
is amino acids. The protein sequence describes the linear order of amino acids of the 
peptide bonds. The sequence of a protein is usually determined by the traditional 
chemical Edman degradation or by mass spectrometry. However, with the emergence of 
the Next-Gen sequencing techniques for nucleic acids, sequences of DNA and RNA are 
emerging so rapidly that nowadays more than 95% of protein sequences actually 
originate from translations of the nucleotide sequence of the coding parts of genes.  There 
is a major gap in direct protein sequencing that would ensure that these translated 
sequences are entirely correct. 
The basis of sequence analysis is sequence similarity searching based on sequence 
matching. It relies upon a measure of the relatedness between a query sequence and the 
sequences in the databases of sequences. Sequence matching is extremely important 
because it is a highly efficient way to compare proteins (genes), and to identify protein 
(gene) functions. Its simplicity permits rapid comparisons and analyses of whole 
genomes. Different tools such as or FASTA (Ramachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968), 
superseded by BLAST (R. A. Laskowski, Moss, & Thornton, 1993), were developed for 
revealing similarities between a query sequence and database sequences. A core 
component for sequence matching is the similarity matrix or substitution matrix, which 
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describes the extent to which one amino acid in a sequence changes to another amino 
acid; it provides a way to weight non-identical residue matches.  
Commonly used scoring matrices include the PAM (Bahar, Kaplan, & Jernigan, 
1997) and BLOSUM  series (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992). The former is based on the 
concept of the point accepted mutations (PAM). The latter is derived from observed 
substitutions in blocks of aligned sequences from the BLOCKS database, were designed 
to detect distant similarities more reliably than the PAM series. Development of other 
global amino acid similarity matrices has continued, for example in the VTML series 
(Muller, Spang, & Vingron, 2002)Comparisons between the different global similarity 
matrices have also been carried out.  Specialized matrices (Meirovitch, 2007) for 
matching distinctive protein sequences have been developed later based on specific 
protein sequence datasets. For instance, matrices specialized for transmembrane 
regions(Makhatadze & Privalov, 1996) and for beta-barrel membrane proteins (Brady & 
Sharp, 1997) have been developed. Matrices for particular proteins / organisms have also 
been constructed (Gu & Bourne, 2009; Tzeng & Kalodimos, 2012).  
With more and more related sequences have being reported, consequently a 
variety of sequence 'signatures' or motifs have been identified in a finer scale of sequence 
regions for representing protein domains, families and functional sites.  
There are many different ways that these data have been organized. The Pfam (R. 
D. Finn et al., 2016) database is a large collection of protein family domains based on the 
sequence patterns obtained with hidden Markov models (HMMs), providing multiple 
sequence alignments and identification of structures for the particular domain type. The 
PROSITE (Roman A Laskowski, MacArthur, Moss, & Thornton, 1993) database uses 
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regular expressions to describe regions in the protein sequence that have been more 
conserved than others over evolution. The PANTHER (Protein ANalysis THrough 
Evolutionary Relationships) classification system (Kolinski & Skolnick, 2004) provides 
large curated protein families by inferring evolutionary relationships between protein 
sequences and has built a phylogenetic tree for each of the protein families. 
The structure of a protein is a direct consequence of its amino acid sequence 
together with its folding process. The four distinct levels of protein structure are primary 
(sequence of amino acids), secondary (highly regular repeated local sub-structures along 
the polypeptide backbone), tertiary (specific folding arrangements of the whole, including 
the secondary structures) and quaternary structure (the aggregation of two or more 
individual polypeptide chains). Around 90% of the protein structures available in the 
Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) have been determined by X-ray 
crystallography, which determines a protein structure by measuring the three-dimensional 
density distribution of electrons in the protein. About 9% of the structures were obtained 
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Cryo-electron microscopy can also provide 
relatively high resolution structure of large protein complexes, although these are usually 
lower in resolution than those derived by crystallography or NMR. Similar to protein 
sequence databases, protein structure databases for structure classification and domain 
motif description have been built by organizing and mining the raw protein structure data. 
For example, CATH (Orengo et al., 2002) and SCOP (Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & 
Chothia, 1995) databases both provide an online resource for protein domain structure 
classification. 
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Protein structures are not static. They typically undergo structural changes and 
exist as a continuum in a conformational ensemble. Understanding the relationships 
among protein sequence, structure and dynamic is crucial in the understanding of the 
mechanism of proteins. Significant research has been carried out to elucidate protein 
dynamics based around the three-dimensional structure of a protein. These studies 
include simulation methods such as molecular dynamics (Sippl, 1990) and Monte-Carlo 
methods (Kuszewski, Gronenborn, & Clore, 1996), which are the most commonly 
adopted approaches for inferring protein dynamics information at the atomic level.  
Coarse-grained (CG) methods such as the elastic network models (ENMs) have been 
developed to offer simpler insights into protein dynamics. It provides a convenient 
alternative to the simulation methods, which are often limited by their limitation of 
computational intensive.  
1.2. Motivation and Aims 
Learning about the relationships among protein sequence, structure and dynamics 
becomes one of the most important steps for understanding the mechanisms of proteins. 
Together with the rapid growth in the efficiency of computers, there has been a 
commensurate growth in the sizes of the public databases for proteins. For example, 
UniProt is a freely accessible database of protein sequence and functional information; 
Pfam is a database of protein functional domain families that includes annotations and 
multiple sequence alignments; Protein Data Bank (PDB) is a database for the three-
dimensional structural data of large biological molecules; CATH is a protein structure 
classification database, and many other databases of more specific data are available for 
many different purposes. The field of computational biology has undergone a paradigm 
shift from investigating single proteins to looking collectively at sets of related proteins 
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and broadly across all proteins. Often scientists start by performing analysis on large-
scale datasets and combine the knowledge from different databases. Here we develop a 
novel approach that combines the structure knowledge from the PDB, the CATH 
database with sequence information from the Pfam database by using co-evolution in 
sequences to achieve the following goals: 
(a) Collection of co-evolution information on the large scale by using protein 
domain family data. Co-evolving residues imply that they are similarly important in 
function or structure. Many research topics can benefit from the use of co-evolution data. 
Multiple co-evolution methods have been developed for predicting residue contacts from 
a multiple sequence alignment and have been proved to be effective in overall structure 
prediction. However, the false positives are still abundant in the predictions for such 
methods, because they must filter out the intervening correlated residues in order to 
predict the pairs in direct contact. In this study, we perform multiple co-evolution 
analyses on more than three thousand protein domain families. The residues having 
significant co-evolution signals are then selected as those in direct contact by examining 
the internal distance of the corresponding residue pair on a representative structure for 
that protein domain family. We hypothesize that the two factors strong co-evolution 
contact in the protein structure together are indicative of a true positive mark of co-
evolution. By analyzing the co-evolution samples collected from thousands of protein 
domain families we reveal new properties about protein evolution and amino acid 
substitution patterns in general. 
(b) Development of novel amino acid substitution matrices based on the 
structural information incorporated. Although there are different series of substitution 
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matrices designed for different circumstances, the current general substitution matrices 
are all based on the statistics of amino acid substitution observations derived from the 
multiple sequence alignments. There is no structural knowledge considered used directly 
in deriving the substitution scores, except in the filtering in the data processing. The new 
matrices incorporate structural knowledge by requiring the compensatory mutation pairs 
suggested by co-evolved residue pairs to be spatially proximate on the protein structure. 
Furthermore, we also use the distribution of residue substitutions extracted from protein 
structure alignments as a way to adjust the substitution distribution derived from the 
multiple sequence alignments. The result is a new matrix based on the adjusted 
distribution that has a better performance in aligning "twilight zone" protein sequences. It 
also generates the protein sequence alignment for two protein sequences with the correct 
structural components aligned, for cases that previously did not agree. 
(c) Higher order co-evolution correlation detection. It is been proven that intra-
molecular co-evolution is pervasive throughout protein, a result of the high packing 
density.   And yet, no one has previously investigated such higher order correlations. For 
these dense systems, it can be anticipated that there is significant co-evolution and 
correlation beyond just residue pairs. The previous studies (Wu, Cui, Jernigan, & Wu, 
2006; Wu, Jernigan, & Wu, 2007) on the large set of co-evolution samples suggests that 
co-evolution should occur among a group of residues, which we call it a higher order co-
evolution correlation. In this study, we apply a recently purposed method, symmetrized 
differential interaction information, to protein multiple sequence alignments to detect 
these high order co-evolution correlation among groups of residues. The high order co-
evolution correlation has been investigated in two applications. One is active site 
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prediction and the other one is a suggestion of the compensatory mutation positions for 
Bruton's tyrosine kinase, some of which relate to the dynamics.   This is an entirely new 
and novel line of investigation. 
1.3. Dissertation Organization 
The first chapter gives an introduction and overview of protein-related 
computational approaches. 
Chapter 2 is an exhaustive study of protein intra-molecule co-evolution based on 
information from the Pfam protein domain database. It collects structure validated 
residue-level co-evolution observations and extracts different statistics to gain insight into 
the co-evolution patterns. We also discuss the co-mutation patterns revealed from the co-
evolved positions in the multiple sequence alignments. The knowledge extracted from 
this study has further been utilized in applications, which are described in the following 
chapters.  
Chapter 3 is one of the applications of the results in chapter 2. It includes a 
manuscript titled "Seqstruct" that is available from BioRxiv. Based on the co-evolution 
dataset described in chapter one, we derived a set of novel amino acid substitution 
matrices designed for serving different purposes, including "twilight zone" protein 
sequence alignment, structural feature alignments and distantly related homolog for 
protein sequences with unknown functions. 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are the study of deriving two other substitution matrices 
with different purposes. SeqStruct-Homolog matrix discussed in Chapter 4 is derived 
from the co-evolution dataset with the aim of improving the accuracy of homologous 
protein sequence matching. SeqStruct-Adjust is the substitution matrix with the target 
substitution frequency being adjusted by the frequency from protein structure alignments. 
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The purpose is to incorporate the structural knowledge into the process of sequence 
matching. 
Chapter 6 is a study on higher order co-evolution correlation detection. To be 
specific, correlated residue triplets have been extracted by using the symmetrized 
differential interaction information approach. Two applications are discussed in the 
chapter. One is active site detection for the zinc knuckle family (PF00098) and the 
elongation factor P family (PF09285). The other application is in a manuscript titled 
"Rescuing BTK kinase activity in the presence of an XLA causing mutation". It is a 
collaboration work with Dr. Nikita Chopra in Amy Andreotti‘s lab. In this collaboration, 
my contribution included performing the higher order co-evolution detection methods 
and extracting the candidate residues for compensating the deleterious mutation. This 
enabled dynamics simulations that demonstrate that the approach is able to discover 
compensating ways to restore the functional behavior, most likely by restoring the 
dynamics. 
Chapter 7 provides a conclusion for this dissertation by discussing the important 
contributions and also makes suggestions for future research. 
In addition, the Appendices provide the publications from other collaborative 
works that have been completed during this period. It also provides supplementary 
materials for some studies discussed in the dissertation. 
Appendix A is adapted from a conference talk titled "PRESS-PLOT: An Online 
Server for Protein Structural Analysis and Evaluation with Residue-level Virtual Angle 
Correlation Plots" presented at the International Symposium on Bioinformatics Research 
and Applications (ISBRA) 2015 held at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia. It 
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is a collaboration work with Dr. Yuanyuan Huang in Dr. Zhijun Wu‘s lab. My 
contribution to this work included building the Press plot generation pipeline and 
implementing the web interface to make the results available. 
Appendix B is adapted from a published manuscript titled "Knowledge-based 
entropies improve the identification of native protein structures" in collaboration with Dr. 
Kannan Shankar at the Jernigan Lab. It introduces an innovative method to estimate the 
local conformational entropies of protein structures by using statistical data from 
observed amino acid contact changes in conformational transitions available in a matched 
set of diverse protein pairs. My contribution included evaluating the residue contacts 
using Voronoi tessellation and making web application implementation. 
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CHAPTER 2.    CO-EVOLUTION INFORMATION DERIVED FROM BIG 
SEQUENCE DATA 
2.1 Introduction 
Co-evolution is an important part of evolutionary theory that can be used to 
understand the evolution of biological systems. Co-evolution can be observed in the 
changes between a pair of organisms in a symbiotic relationship or between interacting 
biomolecules that interact in functional ways, but even inside protein structures there are 
correlations present, either for physical reasons such as packing, or for functional reasons 
such as enzyme reactions. The study of co-evolution was initiated in early studies such as 
those by Darwin. Here, we are focusing on co-evolution at the molecular level. The 
multiple sequence (MSA) data for protein families of homologs is useful for detecting 
directly the co-evolution signals. The rapidly growing sequence data has proven to be a 
rich source for analyzing and understanding mechanisms of protein structures. Co-
evolution is often revealed directly in the correlated mutations between two or among 
higher-order multiple positions in a multiple sequence alignment. These correlated 
mutation data also can suggest specific compensatory changes that can be useful for 
identifying likely substitutions that can restore function. 
The co-evolving positions in proteins hold important biological meaning, but 
these can be conserved, or changed for different reasons. For example, some protein 
functions are maintained specifically by concerted conformational changes within a 
group of residues that co-evolve. In the case of enzymes, in order to maintain a function 
during evolution, the local environment of the active site must be conserved with certain 
specific characteristics (Marino & Dell'Orco, 2016). It is also well known that protein 
structures have evolved under constraints imposed by their function, and therefore the 
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structure should be robust against normal evolutionary mutations to preserve function. 
Some compensations at key positions can also act to stabilize the correct folds (Yuanyuan 
Huang, Bonett, Kloczkowski, Jernigan, & Wu, 2011). Some functionally important 
residues undergo co-mutation as they evolve and these can even form spatially proximate 
clusters in the protein structure. Such co-evolving groups of  residues may even be part of 
binding sites, catalytic sites or important parts of allosteric pathways (Kabsch & Sander, 
1983). Previous works have suggested a linkage between functionally important sites and 
the neighboring co-evolving residues (Grant, Rodrigues, ElSawy, McCammon, & Caves, 
2006). 
Co-evolution information from a multiple sequence alignment can be used for 
different purposes. One of the most successful applications has been its use for protein 
structure prediction. For such applications there are three methods for predicting the 
long-range residue contacts from co-evolution information found in multiple sequence 
alignments. One of these is mutual information (MI) (Gloor, Martin, Wahl, & Dunn, 
2005); in information theory this metric was introduced early as a straightforward 
approach for predicting residue proximity. It is based on the association of information 
entropy between a pair of random variables. In a multiple sequence alignment, each 
position is treated as a random variable. Due to the nature of mutual information it does 
not always correspond to residue proximity. The indirect association detected in mutual 
information can cause false positives in predicting residue proximity. In other words, 
some pairs of residues have an apparent correlation only because each is correlated with 
an intermediate residue. However, it is useful in other co-evolution applications, such as 
allosteric pathway prediction. Others later proposed a corrected version, MIp, where the 
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background noise and phylogenetic effects were largely eliminated by subtracting an 
average product correction (APC) (Dunn, Wahl, & Gloor, 2008). This proved to be more 
efficient when predicting residue proximity for protein structures. 
More recently, non-MI-based approaches that require more extensive 
computations have been developed. These approaches focus on removing the indirect (or 
transitive) couplings that may affect the detection of direct co-evolution dependences 
between sequence positions. Such methods include direct coupling analysis (DCA) 
(Marks et al., 2011; Morcos et al., 2011) and protein sparse inverse covariance (PSICOV) 
(Xu & Zhang, 2010). Both of these approaches establish a global statistical model for an 
input multiple sequence alignment in terms of position-specific variabilities and inter-
position associations. In a recent study (W. Mao, Kaya, Dutta, Horovitz, & Bahar, 2015) 
it was reported to be superior to the other residue proximity prediction methods. 
Residue level co-evolution information from multiple sequence alignments leads 
to, but is not limited to, residue proximity information.  Another important application for 
residue-level co-evolution is to identify residues with functional specificities, such as 
active site residues or those along intra-protein allosteric pathways. Instead of focusing 
on pairwise coupling in the residue contact prediction methods, the results from 
functional specificity identification methods are groups of co-evolving residues. A 
mutual information network-based approach has been proposed to identify catalytic 
residues (Marino Buslje, Teppa, Di Domenico, Delfino, & Nielsen, 2010). In that 
approach, the authors infer higher order associated residues from a group of residues with 
high pairwise co-evolving coupling connected by transitivity. Based on a statistical 
potential energy, statistical coupling analysis (SCA) (Halabi, Rivoire, Leibler, & 
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Ranganathan, 2009) explicitly searches for groups of co-evolving residues to specify the 
allosteric pathways within a protein structure. 
Since co-evolved positions in proteins should be reflecting biological importance, 
the analysis of all the observed residues that co-evolve can aid in understanding the 
mechanism of a protein. As the protein sequence databases such as Pfam and Uniprot 
continue to grow, we can anticipate being able to apply co-evolution methods on an 
extremely large dataset and collect highly reliable, highly informative co-evolution data. 
As mentioned in the previous section, different co-evolution methods serve different 
purposes. In this research here, we focus on the co-evolution methods that have been used 
to predict residue proximity. To be more specific, the MIp (Mutual information without 
phylogeny) and DCA (Direct coupling analysis) method are utilized. The residues with 
high co-evolution signal are usually candidates for further filtering. However, here the 
only those having close distances between the two corresponding residues are chosen 
based on a PDB structure. As shown in the Fig. 2-1, if two residues in a protein are 
actually in contact in the structure then do we use their co-evolution signal. Thus, in order 
to acquire complete information about co-evolution, we use these two different methods 
that are based on different statistical assumptions. In order to remove the background 
noise and the phylogenetic effect, MIp uses a correct term to adjust the mutual 
information. DCA, on the other hand, using maximum entropy method to optimized the 
probability. 
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Figure 2-1. The pipeline for extracting validated co-evolution observations by 
combining both structural and sequence information. The left side indicates the use of 
close residue pairs from a structure, and the middle of the figures shows the multiple 
sequence data with columns corresponding to the red residue pair on the left connected 
with lines.  The right part of the figure shows that his particular pair exhibits a high value 
of co-evolution metric. 
 
2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Mutual information without the influence of phylogeny (MIp) 
One of the co-evolution signal detection methods that we use in this study is 
called Mutual Information without the influence of phylogeny, also called MIp. It is a 
variation of the general mutual information and was developed by(Dunn et al., 2008). 
One study (W. Mao et al., 2015) showed that, in comparison with general mutual 
information, MIp dramatically improves the accuracy of predicting inter-molecule 
residue contacts over general mutual information.  Although in that study, among all 
methods studied, PSICOV and DCA yielded the best performance in the strong signal 
regime, MIp exhibits the highest performance in the relatively weak but high coverage 
regime, both in terms of eliminating false positives and identifying true residue contacts. 
It means that in a blind contact prediction experiment, the residue contacts would be 
accurately predicted according to the position pairs that have high values in PSICOV and 
DCA. However, our purpose is to collect the samples of co-evolution pairs from the 
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multiple sequence alignment that cover as wide a range as possible of the whole sample 
space. That is the main reason why MIp is used in here. 
MIp has two components: the general information between two positions with no 
more than 10% gaps in the multiple sequence alignment and the correction term for 
removing the effect of shared ancestry from the background mutual information. The 
general mutual information is calculated as follow: 
( , )
( , ) ( )
( ) ( )
( , ) i j
p i j
p i j lo
j
I
p
i g
i p
j    
where ( , )p i j  is the joint probability that two positions are correlated and mutate together.  
The denominator ( ) ( )p i p j  is the background probability of positions i and j mutating 
together by chance. Mutual information measures the reduction in uncertainty about one 
position, given information about the other (Levitt, 2007). It can be understood as the 
level of co-evolutionary correlation between two positions in a multiple sequence 
alignment. It is also a special form of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint 
distribution and the background distribution. The larger the value the more difference 
there is between the background distribution and the joint distribution.  
The mutual information between a pair of positions in a multiple sequence 
alignment can originate from the structural-interactions between residues in direct contact, 
functional constraints, random noise, and the phylogenetic effects (Brylinski, 2015).  The 
true co-evolution signal is caused by structural and functional constraints, whereas the 
background mutual information also includes contributions from random noise and 
phylogenetic effects. The background mutual information should be removed in order to 
increase the accuracy of co-evolution signal detection. To describe the background 
mutual information, (Gloor et al., 2005) introduced a measure called the average product 
(2-1) 
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correction, which provides an approximation for the background mutual information, 
defined as: 
( ,
( , ) ( ,
)
)MI a
APC a
x I
b
M b x
MI

 
where a  and b  are two columns in the multiple sequence alignment. )( ,MI a x  is the 
average mutual information of  column a, which defined as 
1
) ( ,( , )x MI a x
m
MI a   , 
where  n  is the number of columns in the alignment, 1m n  , and the summation is 
from 1x   to n  , x a . MI  denotes the overall mean mutual information, 
2
( , )MI MI x y
mn
   , where the indices run 1x   to m  , 1y x   to n . 
The average product correlation gives an excellent approximation to the 
background mutual information shared by positions a and b. The MIp is then calculated 
as: 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )MIp a b MI a b APC a b   
As claimed in (Dunn et al., 2008), the subtraction of the average product correlation term 
from the general mutual information results in a significant improvement in the 
identification of the co-evolving positions that are proximal in protein structure. This 
claim has also been verified in the reference (W. Mao et al., 2015). 
 
2.2.2. Direct coupling analysis (DCA) 
In this study, DCA is another co-evolution method we use to detect residue the contact 
co-evolution signal. It was purposed by (Marks et al., 2011).  Similar to MIp, the 
challenge is to distinguish true co-evolution couplings from the noisy set of observed 
(2-3) 
(2-2) 
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correlations. Instead of using an empirical term to approximate the background noise, 
those authors address this challenge by using a maximum entropy model of the protein 
sequence, constrained by the statistics of the multiple sequence alignment, to infer 
evolutionary pair correlations. The global statistical model which is used to compute a set 
of direct residue couplings from the multiple sequence alignment is a variation of the 
Ising model. The principle behind this model is that the authors were seeking a general 
model for the probability of a particular amino acid sequence to be a member of the 
particular structure family under consideration. In this case, the implied probabilities for 
pair occurrences (marginals) are consistent with the data. In other words, the method 
requires the observed pair frequencies of amino acids for two columns in the known 
sequences for the family and the marginal probabilities for two amino acids calculated by 
summing over all amino acid types at all sequence columns other than the current two.  
The authors then impose an additional condition, the maximum entropy condition, which 
requires a maximally flat distribution of probabilities, upon the purposed model. 
The target probability distribution, therefore, is the solution of the following 
constrained optimization problem:  
1
1
,... )( { ( , ) ( )}L ij i j i iA exp eP
Z
A A A h A    
where iA  and jA  are particular amino acids at sequence column i  and j . Z is a 
normalization constant, i.e., the partition function. The Lagrange multipliers ( , )ij i je A A  
and )( ih A  constrain the agreement of the probability model with double and single 
residue occurrences. Here, the global statistical model is analogous to statistical physics 
expressions for the probability of the configuration of a multiple particle system. In this 
(2-4) 
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model, the sequence column i corresponds to one particle, such as a spin in an Ising 
model. Each position in the column has 21 states, which represents 20 amino acids plus a 
gap in the sequence alignments. The Hamiltonian consists of a sum of pair coupling 
energies and single particle coupling energies to external fields. In the context of 
predicting co-evolution residues, the ( , )ij i je A A  in the equation represents the extent of 
coupling used as folding constraints. )( ih A  is the single residue term that reflects 
consistency with observed single residue frequencies in the multiple sequence alignment. 
These parameters are optimized with respect to: (1) consistency with observed pair and 
single residue frequencies; (2) maximum entropy of the global probability over the set of 
all aligned sequences. Finally, the effective joint probabilities ( , )Dirij i jA AP  derived from 
the model are used to calculate the direct information by summing over all possible 
amino acid pairs at all position pairs: 
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ijDir
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P log
f f
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A A
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The Major difference between direct information and mutual information is to replace the 
joint probabilities estimated based on local frequency counts in the multiple sequence 
alignment with the doubly constrained joint probabilities derived from the global 
statistical model. 
2.3. Applying Co-evolution Methods to the Pfam Dataset 
The Pfam database is a large collection of protein domain families. Here, A 
domain means one functional region possessing a certain sequence motif. In the database, 
sequences in each domain family in Pfam were aligned using hidden Markov models 
(HMMs). Proteins are generally composed of one or more domains. Proteins can be 
(2-5) 
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treated as different combinations of domains. The classification of domains that occur 
within proteins provides a systematic way to study their functions. In the Pfam database, 
domains are also organized in clans, which are higher-level clusters of related entries. A 
clan contains a set of Pfam domains that are related by their similarity in sequence, 
structure or profile-HMM. The sequence data presented for each domain is based on the 
UniProt Reference Proteomes (Anfinsen, 1973). Pfam alignments are organized into 
different levels of redundancy. The general purpose of the Pfam database is to provide a 
complete and accurate classification of protein families and domains according to their 
sequence motifs. Originally, the rationale behind creating the database was to have a 
semi-automated method for curating information on known protein families to improve 
the efficiency of annotating genomes. Up to now, the Pfam database has been widely 
used by computational biologists for its broad coverage of proteins. It is also used by 
experimental biologists to study specific proteins. Structural biologists use the data to 
perform structure predictions.  
In this research, we use Pfam version 31.0, released in March 2017 that contains 
16,712 families. Among all the families, there are 5,211 families for which no structural 
information is available. In this study, we only consider those families that have 
corresponding protein structures. Different Pfam families have a widely different number 
of sequences in their multiple sequence alignments. Each of them also includes a certain 
level of redundancy. Those factors can affect the accuracy of the co-evolution signal 
detecting methods. To acquire the best performance of the co-evolution method, (C. L. 
Brooks, Gruebele, Onuchic, & Wolynes, 1998) introduced a measure for assessing the 
quality of a multiple sequence alignment in the sense of co-evolution signal detecting. 
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For residue contact prediction, the accuracy depends on the number of sequences in the 
family, the diversity of these sequences, and the length of the protein. The metric called 
the effective number, Nf correlates well with contact prediction accuracy:   
(80%)Number
f
of Seq
Protein h
N
lengt
  
The effective number uses the number of sequence clusters at an 80% sequence identity–
clustering threshold divided by the square root of the protein length. As suggested in (C. 
L. Brooks et al., 1998), we use the multiple sequence alignments of 2,247 Pfam families 
with an effective number value larger than 64 to perform our co-evolution signal 
detection.  
The corresponding protein structures for each Pfam domain are taken from the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB), a crystallographic database for the three-dimensional structural 
data of large biological molecules, being primarily proteins and nucleic acids. It holds the 
atomic structures of well over 100,000 biomolecular structures. To ensure the accuracy of 
the distance of residue contact, all the protein structures in this study are limited to have a 
resolution of no worse than 1.0 Å. 
2.4. Protein Structural Feature Extraction 
To best address the difficulties in protein structural feature extraction we choose 
to evaluate the lowest level building blocks of a protein structure: the residue contacts. 
Here we define a residue contact group as a set of residues having their side chains 
spatially close to each other in the protein structure. In this study, the contact groups are 
limited to pairs of contacts. The knowledge of residue contacts is widely applied in many 
studies, such as protein empirical potential evaluation, protein folding simulations and 
protein structure predictions. In Marks et al. (Marks et al., 2011), the authors discovered 
(2-6) 
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that acknowledge of a limited number of residue contacts is sufficient to reconstruct the 
fold of a protein structure. 
Table 2-1.  Atoms Used for Defining Contacts for Close Atoms 
Amino acid Tip atoms 
ASP 
GLU 
HIS 
LYS 
ARG 
PRO 
VAL 
MET 
ILE 
LEU 
PHE 
TRP 
GLY 
ALA 
CYS 
THR 
GLN 
ASN 
TYR 
SER 
OD1 OD2 
OE1 OE2 
NE2 CE1 
NZ 
NH1 NH2 
CG 
CG2 CG1 
CE 
CD1 
CD1 CD2 
CZ 
CE2 CZ3 
CA 
CB 
SG 
CG2 OG1 
OE1 NE2 
OD1 ND2 
OH 
OG 
 
In order to calculate the residue contact group, a protein structure is first coarse-
grained into a set of residue beads. The 3-dimensional coordinates of each bead represent 
the spatial location of the side chain of a residue. In the present approach we use the tip 
atoms on each side chain of a residue as the representative bead (See Table 2-1 for the 
names of these atoms). The reason for using tip atoms is to capture the most essential, 
most specific parts of the interactions (B. R. Brooks et al., 1983). As shown in Fig. 2-2, 
by using the tip atom beads, most of the residue contact group has large sequential 
distance among their residue members. 
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Figure 2-2. Examples of residue contact groups with different number of residue 
members. The contact group (shown in green sticks with red spheres as the tip atoms) 
has been generated by evaluating the distances between the tip atoms of each residue. 
 
After coarse-graining a protein structure, we extract residue contact groups by 
following a nonparametric procedure. The ―nonparametric‖ means that there is no 
selected value such as cutoff distance to explicitly define the criteria of a residue contact. 
Starting from one bead, the procedure selects the nearest neighbor to form a residue 
contact group (pair) with the current bead. Then the centroid (geometric center) of the 
current contact group is evaluated. In the next cycle the procedure adds the bead with the 
minimum distance with the current centroid. In this way we can calculate all the contact 
groups for different numbers of residues. If different starting beads are chosen, the set of 
residue contact groups may differ. We will include all possible residue contact groups in 
this analysis by iterating all the different starting beads. The rationale behind this iteration 
is that,: as discussed in the motivation section, the structure distortions introduced by 
experimental procedure and the conformational changes of the protein structure may lead 
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to uncertainties in determining residue contacts. By including all the possible contact 
groups, the procedure gains the maximum ability to explore the residue contact group 
space.  As a result, we have a set of residue contact groups to represent the structural 
features of a protein structure.  In Fig. 2-3 we compare the distributions in MIp values 
found by using two different selection metrics - the side chain geometric centers (SGC) 
and the tip atoms. There is overall relatively little difference between these two 
distributions. 
 
Figure 2-3. The overall distribution of MIp values for side chain geometric centers 
and for tip atom contact evaluations. 
 
From Fig. 2-3 we see that both DCA and MIp give a normal distribution with 
certain level of right skewness. The long tail on the right side includes those high co-
evolution values which indicate the two positions in the corresponding protein structures 
are forming a residue contact, and we can see there are relatively few of these values.  
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Figure 2-4. The receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) for MIp (blue) and DCA (red) for predicting residue contacts. 
From left to right, the three columns, left to right, correspond to contacts being defined as being between C

 atoms, side chain 
geometric centers, and tip atoms, respectively. The top row is evaluated using residue contacts with a cutoff of 6.5 Å and the bottom 
row is for a cutoff of 4.5 Å. 
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 Overall DCA performs better than MIp. This result is consistent with the findings in 
the study by (W. Mao et al., 2015). Among the three different contact definitions, both 
methods perform best by using C

 atom contacts and perform worse with tip atom contacts. 
The main reason is that the C

 atom method defines more neighbors as contacts compared to 
the other two methods. The ROC curves are all evaluated for the same residue pairs. More 
contacts mean more true positives for both methods. The same reason explains why both 
methods work better with a larger contact cutoff.  Interestingly, with this cutoff definition the 
differences between DCA and MIp are the smallest. A summary of what has been performed 
here is given in Fig. 2-4. 
2.5. Discussion - The Co-mutation Pattern in Co-evolving Positions 
The high co-evolution signal between two columns (positions) in the multiple 
sequence alignment originates from the cooperative changes of amino acid pairs. Previous 
studies investigated amino acid mutations by focusing on the change pattern at a single 
position. However, as shown in Figure 2-6, the co-mutation observations we have derived 
from the co-evolving positions reveal a large number of mutations that seem to be counter-
intuitive when looking at them from a single position point of view. In this figure, the two 
correlated columns contain one position with hydrophobic amino acid and the other with a 
charged one (L and R). In some cases, two amino acids swap the positions (L, R to R, L) and 
sometimes the pair of changes happens with one of the amino acid changing to a different 
amino acid with a similar property (L, R to R, I). All of these mutations would not be 
expected based on single amino acids changing at a single position because they do not all 
preserve the amino acid properties in the exchange. However, if we consider two positions 
together we can find that the swapping of position and change of amino acid between two 
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positions usually preserve the overall properties. By studying all the co-evolution samples, 
we find compensatory mutations occur frequently in almost every protein family that are 
remarkable. These unexpected single substitutions are the basis for the new amino acid 
substitution matrix that is developed in the next chapter. 
 
Figure 2-5. Two co-evolved positions in multiple sequence alignment validated by 
residue proximity reveals compensatory mutation pattern. 
 
For each observed pair mutation [AB] changes to [CD], by ignoring left-right 
directionality, we have twenty amino acids which uniquely form 210 pairs that represent the 
initial pairs and another 210 pairs that represent the target pairs. That means each initiating 
pair has a frequency distribution of 210 target pairs. For each pair, we sum up the frequency 
of all co-mutation cases. To eliminate the bias introduced by the redundancy in the multiple 
sequence alignments, the frequencies are normalized within each family by using two 
different approaches. In one case this total is simply divided by the number of sequences in 
the multiple sequence alignment. The other method is adopted from (Marks et al., 2011), 
where a weight is assigned to each sequence according to the sequence similarity clustering. 
The final total frequencies for the 210 cases are then renormalized to lie within the range of 
[0,1]. The result of the two normalization methods shows only minor differences on overall 
distributions.  
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Figure 2-6. A: (A, A) pair mutation frequency distribution; B: Heat map of distribution entropy for 210 pair mutation cases; 
C:Flatten image for all distributions. 
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Figure 2-7. Pair mutation distributions for two extreme cases- (F, F) having the minimum entropy and (W, H) with the 
maximum entropy. 
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Fig. 2-6 A demonstrates the distribution of the co-mutations from the Ala-Ala pair. In 
the distribution, the highest frequencies appear when the target pair shares one similar amino 
acid with the initiating pair. In this case, those pairs contain at least one Ala or very similar 
amino acid, in this case small amino acids G or S. This type of pattern appears in all 210 
distributions. It supports the overall hypothesis that the overall properties for the two co-
evolving positions are preserved.  
In order to measure the specificity of co-mutations, we also calculate the information 
entropy for all the distributions for the 210 initial pairs. If one pair possesses high variability 
to change to all other pairs then the distribution would be flat, with a high value of entropy. If 
a pair of amino acids tends to mutate only into a few specific pairs then the entropy will be 
low. In Fig. 2.6 B, 210 entropy values for all distributions are presented in a heat map. The X 
and Y axis are 20 amino acids. Each coordinate corresponds to an initiating pair. The entropy 
values are normalized to lie in the range of [0,1] in which 0 corresponds to the minimum and 
1 to the maximum entropy. From this heat map, the minimum and maximum entropies are 
for the Phe-Phe (F, F) pair and the His-Trp (H, W) pair. The detailed distributions for these 
two pairs are then shown in Figure 2.7, where we can see that in the distribution of (F, F) pair, 
F-Y possesses the highest values compared to all other starting pairs. This indicates that the 
(F, F) pair has the highest probability of co-mutating into (F, Y) pairs. The distribution for (H, 
W) pair shows high variability for all pairs. 
To acquire an overview of all 210 distributions, we plot each of the distributions 
using a color map and then flatten all 210 color maps together into an image, which is shown 
in Figure 2.6 C.  In the image, the x-axis is for the 210 cases of target amino acid pairs. Thus, 
the vertical strips reflect the patterns from a target pair point of view. The lighter colors 
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indicate higher frequencies of target pairs. The dark parts mean that the target pairs are rare 
for all co-mutation cases, whereas the light or red boxes imply that some of the pairs are 
universal in the sense that they can change into nearly all other pairs. The horizontal strips 
reflect the similarities of the distributions for different initiating pairs.  
The color in Figure 2-6 C maps from dark blue to dark red for the range from zero to 
maximum value. Since most of the values fall around 310 , the color of the most of image is 
nearly dark blue. The bright blocks represent a group of amino acids that that are more easily 
changeable among themselves. For example, the bottom right corner includes the pairs of 
amino acids in group (D, E, H, K, N, Q, R, S, T). This inter-changeable block implies that 
there are only small differences among these amino acids from an evolution prospect.  
2.6. Conclusions 
In this study, we applied two co-evolution methods (DCA and MIp) to detect the co-
evolved position pairs in a large set of Pfam multiple sequence alignments. For every pair of 
positions with a high level of co-evolution signal, we identify these in the corresponding 
structures and select only those in contact.  Use of pairs that are more distant in the structures 
is certain to inform about allostery. By using this strategy, we collect a large sample of co-
evolved position pairs. From those positions, we extract all observed co-mutations. The 
analysis reveals that similar compensatory mutations occur widely in different protein 
families. Many of these are counter-intuitive mutations in comparison to expectations for a 
single position. Co-evolution in two positions often implies amino acid property 
compensation. However, some of the unexpected co-mutations are difficult to explain for 
there are no compensating properties among these amino acids. Although there are clearly 
problems with some of the multiple sequence alignments in Pfam, this is unlikely to account 
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for most of these since a large number of domain families has been included in the present 
study. They could also be reflecting a higher-order co-evolution dependence where more 
than two positions co-evolve together. More compensatory properties might be found when 
considering more higher-order correlations among large numbers of co-evolving residues. 
The higher order co-evolution dependence will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3.    DERIVING METRICS FOR AMINO ACID SUBSTITUTIONS 
FROM CO-EVOLUTION DATA 
A paper published in BioRxiv March 2, 2018; 268904; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/268904 
SeqStruct: A New Amino Acid Similarity Matrix Based on Sequence 
Correlations and Structural Contacts Yields Complete Sequence-Structure Congruence 
Protein sequence matching does not properly account for some well-known features 
of protein structures: surface residues being more variable than core residues, the high 
packing densities in globular proteins, and does not yield good matches of sequences of 
many proteins known to be close structural relatives. There are now abundant protein 
sequences and structures to enable major improvements to sequence matching. Here, we 
utilize structural frameworks to mount the observed correlated sequences to identify the most 
important correlated parts. The rationale is that protein structures provide the important 
physical framework for improving sequence matching.  Combining the sequence and 
structure data in this way enables the incorporation of allosteric information into sequence 
matching and transforms it effectively from a 1-D to a 3-D procedure. Our results; 
demonstrate a 37% gain in sequence similarity and a loss of 26% of the gaps when compared 
with the use of BLOSUM62.  And, importantly there are major gains in the specificity of 
sequence matching across diverse proteins. Specifically, all known cases where protein 
structures match but sequences do not match well are resolved. 
3.1. Background 
Proteins are the central point players on the field of biology, and a deeper 
understanding of their behaviors will facilitate the more meaningful interpretation of genome 
data, particularly for drawing evolutionary conclusions. The present work utilizes the Big 
Data of protein sequences and structures, which have grown rapidly (Cornell et al., 1995), to 
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develop a more reliable way to link between sequences and phenomes.  Rapid progress in 
genome sequencing has already provided hundreds of millions of protein sequences, and 
similar advances in structural biology now provide over 100,000 protein structures, which are 
deemed to be a nearly complete set of characteristic structures (folds). Comparative modeling 
can produce homologous structures for many of the remaining sequences having unknown 
structures (Betancourt & Thirumalai, 1999; Bujnicki, 2006; Chen & Brooks III, 2007; 
Czaplewski et al., 2003; Czaplewski et al., 2000; John & Sali, 2003; Khoury et al., 2014; 
Krishnamoorthy & Tropsha, 2003; A. Kryshtafovych & K. Fidelis, 2009; Kryshtafovych, 
Fidelis, & Moult, 2007; M. R. Lee, Tsai, Baker, & Kollman, 2001; Munson & Singh, 1997; 
Pokarowski et al., 2005; Tanaka & Scheraga, 1976), but still in many cases is unable to 
identify good template structures because of inadequacies in sequence matching. Sequence 
matching is extremely important because it is a highly efficient way to compare proteins 
(genes), identify protein (gene) functions and permits rapid comparisons and analyses of 
whole genomes.  
Sequence matching is based on the accumulated statistics of amino acids changes in 
the individual columns of multiple sequence alignments; these data have been used for 
generating amino acid similarity matrices such as the BLOSUM series of matrices (Henikoff 
& Henikoff, 1992).  Globular proteins are packed at high densities inside their structures, an 
important point made many years ago by Fred Richards (Richards, 1974) and others (Crippen 
& Kuntz, 1978). The average packing density of amino acids is 0.74, which is about the same 
as the highest packing density of close packed spheres.  The direct implication of this high 
packing density is that substitutions will be interdependent.  Previously we and others 
showed how the packing density of amino acids is overall related to sequence entropies and 
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consequently to residue conservation (Franzosa & Xia, 2009; Liao, Yeh, Chiang, Jernigan, & 
Lustig, 2005). That is, in general, densely packed amino acids are more conserved. The 
challenge, however, is to account properly for the complexities of the packing within the 
amino acid similarity matrix, since these interdependences have not previously been 
considered and yet can strongly affect the possible substitutions.   
Our group has long experience in mining interaction information from protein 
structures, and we have demonstrated how accounting for 3-body and 4-body interactions can 
improve the empirical pairwise interactions potentials (Feng, Kloczkowski, & Jernigan, 2007; 
Gniewek, Leelananda, Kolinski, Jernigan, & Kloczkowski, 2011; Sumudu P Leelananda, 
Feng, Gniewek, Kloczkowski, & Jernigan, 2011), because these more adequately represent 
the correlations within the high-density proteins. These interaction potentials have proven to 
be successful ways to assess the quality of predicted protein structures at CASP. Here we will 
perform a similar extraction to learn about which pairs of amino acids in structures are more 
readily substituted with other pairs of amino acids. Then, we go ahead to show how 
accounting for these pair exchanges significantly improves nearly all protein sequence 
alignments. 
The first similarity matrices developed were the PAM matrices developed by 
Margaret Dayhoff (Bahar et al., 1997) based on a very small number of sequences. The most 
widely used at present are the BLOSUM matrices developed by Henikoff and Henikoff  
(Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992). Another type of substitution matrix based on amino acid 
contact frequencies was reported by Miyazawa and Jernigan (Ritchie, 2008). Muller et al. 
(Muller et al., 2002) developed the VTML substitution matrices. Others considered 
particularly the positions that are different in different families of proteins (Vajda & Kozakov, 
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2009).  Yamada and Tomii (Vakser & Kundrotas, 2008) recently reported a matrix based on 
principal component analysis and the variabilities across previous substitution matrices.  But, 
none of these approaches account for the interdependences of substitutions, and individually 
they all yield remarkably similar results. 
There is a history of using protein structures to develop sequence alignment matrices, 
but none of these have been particularly effective, nor have they come into common usage. 
Since structures are more conserved than sequences (Kihara, Chen, & Yang, 2009), an 
appropriate way to approach this problem could be by the use of structure alignments. Prlic et 
al. used structure alignments to derive similarity matrices (PRLA1) (Prlic, Domingues, & 
Sippl, 2000). They used a data set of superimposed protein pairs to derive evolutionary 
information. These pairs had high structural similarity but low sequence similarity. Structural 
information has also been used to enrich substitution matrices (Teodorescu, Galor, Pillardy, 
& Elber, 2004) by using a linear combination of the sequence substitution matrix 
BLOSUM50 and a threading energy table. The resulting matrix was shown to improve 
prediction accuracy for homology modeling in the twilight zone. The Johnson and 
Overington matrix (JOHM) took into account not only the substitutions that occur in similar 
parts of protein structures but also accounts for the variable regions where gaps occur 34. 
Blake and Cohen built similarity matrices (e.g.: BC0030) where structural superposition of 
protein structures was performed by using structures obtained from the CATH database 
(Mandell & Kortemme, 2009). Structures were selected based on the sequence identities and 
the alignments were performed for different ranges of sequence identities. These have been 
used in structure-function predictions. Some other studies have shown that the use of protein-
family-specific substitution matrices is helpful to identify orthologs that are not identifiable 
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with the standard  BLOSUM matrices (Gerlt & Babbitt, 2009). Recently we also explored 
this approach, but have still obtained relatively small gains (S. P. Leelananda, Kloczkowski, 
& Jernigan, 2016). 
 
Figure 3-1. Derivation of the SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix. Pairs of residue 
positions having correlations greater than 0.75 in the multiple sequence alignments are 
filtered by retaining only the correlated pairs in close contact (red) and discarding those not 
in close proximity (blue).  2,005 Pfam domains were used to derive the sequence correlations. 
The resulting SeqStruct substitution matrix is based on the cumulative information from all 
of these structural domains  
 
We take an entirely new unique approach to this problem by deriving a universal 
amino acid similarity matrix that incorporates the effects of a large set of pairwise 
substitutions. First we extract sequence pair correlations from the multiple sequence 
alignments for 2,005 Pfam domains.  Then we filter these correlations to retain only the pairs 
of amino acids closest together (and interacting most strongly) in the structures. We name 
this new amino acid similarity matrix SeqStruct for Sequence Correlated, Structurally 
Contacting substitutions. Deriving a simple amino acid similarity matrix based only on this 
data thus includes the effects of the correlated pairs expressed in terms of their effects on 
single amino acid matches.  This new matrix is then combined additively with the 
BLOSUM62 matrix to include also the singlet amino acid similarities. 
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3.2. Theory and Methods 
3.2.1. Extract sequence correlations 
 The large body of sequence data contains the important details about co-evolving 
residues. Correlated mutations (compensatory mutations) result from the fact that amino acid 
substitutions at a given position in a dense protein environment can be compensated by other 
pairs of mutations. In these pairs, there can be either single amino acid changes reflecting the 
likely exchange of one member of the interacting pair within the context of the second, or 
changes in both positions reflecting within the particular protein context.  For example, at 
two positions in a structure, a large-small pair of amino acids might be substituted for a 
small-large pair without disrupting the structure. Such co-evolving pairs are identified from 
Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSA) of sets of thousands of related sequences. These types 
of correlations have recently proven to be highly useful for predicting interacting pairs of 
residues for structure predictions (Hopf et al., 2014; Marks et al., 2011; Marks, Hopf, & 
Sander, 2012; Morcos et al., 2011; Ovchinnikov et al., 2017; Sulkowska, Morcos, Weigt, 
Hwa, & Onuchic, 2012). Note that these correlations can lead to substitutions of one type of 
amino acid by another type that would not usually be considered to be so similar. But , this is 
where the major strength of this new approach lies - in picking up these non-intuitive 
contextual changes. A schema for this approach is shown in Fig. 3-1.  This leads immediately 
to a list of ranked pairwise substitutions. 
3.2.2. Retaining only the correlations for proximate interacting pairs.  
Correlations among sequences can originate from many different factors including 
long-range allostery and functional considerations specific to a given type of protein. Here 
we take the expedient measure of limiting the correlations to those for physically adjacent 
and directly interacting residues in the structures. For this purpose we utilize the atoms on the 
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ends of the amino acid side chains.  These atoms have previously been used by the Liang 
group (B. R. Brooks et al., 1983; Tseng, Dundas, & Liang, 2009) to achieve higher 
specificities in empirical potential functions and for characterizing binding sites.  This 
represents a coarse-graining of the amino acids at the level of one or a few geometric points 
per amino acid. We have long experience in using coarse-graining to extract empirical 
potentials of interactions from protein structures (Cheluvaraja & Meirovitch, 2005; Daniels et 
al., 2013; Di Nola, Berendsen, & Edholm, 1984; Edholm & Berendsen, 1984; Feng et al., 
2007; Yaping Feng, Andrzej Kloczkowski, & Robert L Jernigan, 2010; Karplus & Kushick, 
1981; Levy, Karplus, Kushick, & Perahia, 1984; Meirovitch, Koerber, Rivier, & Hagler, 
1994; Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1996; Ritchie, 2008; Wand, 2013).  This coarse-graining is 
essential for making direct connections between structures and sequences. This is a 
successful approach, and we have extensive experience with such approaches (K. H. Lee, Xie, 
Freire, & Amzel, 1994; Li, Khanlarzadeh, Wang, Huo, & Brüschweiler, 2007; Wang & 
Brüschweiler, 2006).  
It is clear that such proximate amino acid pairs should have the strongest interactions. 
The large amount of sequence and structural data means that there is sufficient data even 
after imposing such a stringent limit on the included pairs.  Collecting this data closely 
resembles what is done for the empirical energy potentials for interacting amino acids, where 
our research group has extensive experience (Daniels et al., 2013; Gniewek, Kolinski, 
Jernigan, & Kloczkowski, 2012; Y. Huang, Bonett, Kloczkowski, Jernigan, & Wu, 2012; 
Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1996; Sankar, Jia, & Jernigan, 2017; Sankar, Liu, Wang, & Jernigan, 
2015; Zimmermann et al., 2011; Zimmermann, Leelananda, Kloczkowski, & Jernigan, 2012).  
Results from CASP have definitively demonstrated that using these ―statistical‖ knowledge-
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based potentials of the type pioneered by the Jernigan group is by far the most successful 
approach for evaluating structure predictions (Betancourt & Thirumalai, 1999; Creamer & 
Rose, 1992; Doig & Sternberg, 1995; Kryshtafovych et al., 2007; Pickett & Sternberg, 1993; 
Stone, 2001). The previous generation of protein potentials suffered in general from not 
being sufficiently specific, and specifically using larger groups of 3 or 4 interacting residues 
with direction-dependent potentials derived from a large dataset of protein structures 
(Cheluvaraja & Meirovitch, 2005) has improved these. Presumably further gains will be 
possible for amino acid similarities by incorporating correlations of groups larger than simple 
pairs, and the sequence data can provide the huge amount of data required for this. 
3.2.3. Co-evolution detection from multiple sequence alignments 
 The co-evolution data from multiple sequence alignment (MSA) can be used for 
different purposes. One of the most successful applications of the MSA data has been for 
protein structure prediction. Mutual information (Gloor et al., 2005) was introduced as a 
straightforward approach for predicting residue proximity in structures. It is based on the 
association of information entropy between a pair of residues. The results are confounded by 
indirect cases correlated with intermediate positions. Methods have been developed to 
remove such indirect or transitive effects. (Here we are doing something similar, but much 
simpler, by simply removing the correlated pairs that are not in direct contact in the pdb 
structure representative of a particular Pfam domain.)  Such methods include direct coupling 
analysis (DCA) (Morcos et al., 2011), (DuBay & Geissler, 2009) and protein sparse inverse 
covariance (PSICOV) (Xu & Zhang, 2010).  These both established a global statistical model 
for using multiple sequence alignments to extract the position-specific variabilities and inter-
position correlations. One notable recent study (W. Mao et al., 2015) has compared these 
methods. Amino acid co-evolution information derived from MSAs has been used to predict 
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residue proximity; here we use this data instead to identify the correlations in positions in a 
MSA. Another example of the use of mutual information is the identification of the catalytic 
amino acids in enzymes 74. In that approach, higher order associated amino acids from a 
group of residues with high pairwise co-evolving couplings were connected by transitivity.  
Also, the statistical coupling analysis (SCA) (Halabi et al., 2009; Lockless & Ranganathan, 
1999) explicitly searches for groups of co-evolving residues that specify the allosteric 
pathways within a protein structure. 
Develop Structural Frameworks for the Use of Big Sequence Data. Structures provide 
a highly specific, and physically certain, framework for mounting these correlated pairs. 
Instead of focusing only on the pairwise couplings from a statistical amino acid contact 
prediction method, the results here identify the co-evolving amino acids that specifically 
interact in the strongest ways in the structures. For each multiple sequence alignment in Pfam 
(R. D. Finn et al., 2016) a representative structure is identified.  This structure and its 
allosteric properties add a physical interpretation to the sequence correlations.  Our data is 
collected to ensure both strong correlations as well as proximity (and strong interactions) 
within the structures.  These correlated pairs modify the individual amino acid substitutions 
in complex ways, accounting for the effects of pairwise amino acid changes. In this way, we 
obtain a universal amino acid similarity matrix that is superior to those presently in use.  
Use frequencies as logs of probabilities. For extracting correlations we will follow the 
well-established approach (Daniels et al., 2013) of taking logs of frequencies. The 
correlations extracted will then have the important property of being additive rather than 
multiplicative.  This is essential for incorporating the correlations into the SeqStruct amino 
acid similarity matrix developed here.  The result is a quantum leap in the capabilities of 
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sequence matches to provide fast and meaningful information about protein function from 
sequence alone. This will lead to important solutions to many existing problems in the 
identification of protein (gene) function in biology. 
The elements in an amino-acid substitution matrix are log-odds scores, which is the 
logarithm of the ratio of the likelihoods of two hypotheses: one amino-acid should be 
replaced by another amino-acid and one amino-acid should not be replaced by another. The 
log-odds scores describe the tendency of one amino-acid may or may not be substituted by 
another amino-acid in the homolog protein sequences. The equation for calculating a score 
for aligning two residues   and  is the same as the original BLOSUM series matrices: 
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factor. Among all the co-evolution based methods, mutual information has been widely 
applied and is well studied due to its computational simplicity and the explicit in measuring 
the co-evolution dependence. The mutual information between two positions in a multiple 
sequence alignment is defined as following: 
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where q  is the number of alphabets in the multiple sequence alignment; )( if A  is the 
frequencies of an amino-acid A  has been observed on the position i . )( ,i jf A A  is the 
observed co-occurring frequencies for two amino-acids on position i and position j  . Both 
single and the co-occurring frequencies are weighted by the similarity of the sequences in the 
multiple sequence alignment.  
(3-1) 
(3-2) 
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Here, we calculate the mutual information upon a large set of multiple sequence 
alignments which corresponding to 2,005 Pfam protein families. In order to obtain reliable 
results, each of the selected multiple sequence alignments is chosen to include at least 1,000 
sequences.  For each protein family, a set of position pairs having significant mutual 
information are selected to compare against the residue contacts for the corresponding 
protein structure.  The position pairs having significant mutual information AND an observed 
residue contact are considered to contain both genuine co-evolution dependences and 
important structural information. The corresponding columns of the multiple sequence 
alignments are saved for the amino-acid substitution extraction. 
In this project, we search different values and found the range of   from 0.1 to 3 for 
the best performance when the Original matrix is taken to be BLOSUM62. Finally, the scores 
in the matrix are rounded to the nearest integer for more efficient computing. The value of λ 
= 1.25 yields the resulting best SeqStruct matrix shown in Figure. 3-2. λ was evaluated with 
22,765 pairs of non-redundant sequences (having less than 90% identity).  The values there 
show major changes that reflect the effects of the correlated substitutions. Comparing to all 
other matrices in the test, the scores in SeqStruct are majorly positive. This indicates that 
SeqStrict permits more substitutions in the process of sequence alignment. 
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of the new SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix with other 
matrices. In the top figure, blue color represents the summation of all the positive scores of 
each matrix and brown color is the absolute value of summation of negative scores. 
 
The best global alignments are obtained with the rigorous Needleman-Wunsch 
dynamic programming approach(Needleman & Wunsch, 1970), which we have used 
throughout. This method begins with an initial scoring matrix for every possible match with 
this two-dimensional scoring matrix.  The method uses dynamic programming to choose the 
best global match as the best combination of alignments of these pairs. Because the new 
SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix includes pairwise information, the scoring 
procedure is equivalent to a 3D procedure because it accounts for the important pairs of 
substitutions within the structures.  Once a query sequence is scored against different 
protein families the quantitative scores will immediately identify the best alignment(s).   
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Figure 3-3. Gains sequence identity and similarity, together with loss in the numbers of 
gaps in the sequence alignments with SeqStruct over BLOSUM62 for 1,500 sequence 
 
Gap penalties have been investigated to obtain the best scores, but the results show 
extremely low sensitivity to these parameters   As a result we conclude that there is no need 
to include gap penalties. 
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3.3. Results 
This new SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix was tested for 1500 sequence 
matches (see supplementary material for the similar result on a large dataset).  The dynamic 
programming Needleman-Wunsch sequence alignment method (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970) 
was utilized; results are shown in Fig. 3-3.  In almost every case the number of identities and 
similarities increased over the use of BLOSUM62 and the number of gaps was reduced.  But, 
importantly the sequence similarity showed major gains. 
There are a substantial number of known cases where two protein structures are 
similar but their sequences are not. We have used the set of such protein pairs identified by 
Friedberg and Margalit (Friedberg & Margalit, 2002) and remarkably they all are found to be 
substantially more similar with the use of the new  SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix. 
The results clearly demonstrate that the new SeqStruct matrix resolves many of these 
problematic cases. Examples of these improved alignments is shown in Fig. 5, showing also 
how well the aligned sequence segments are positioned in the structure alignments.  
The results shown in Figs. 3-5 are based on including the effects of the sequence 
changes for the individual singlet substitutions, together with pair-wise correlations derived 
from the MSAs and filtered to be only those sites that are close to one another in the 
corresponding protein structures.  These show major gains over the use of   BLOSUM62 
alone for several reasons: 1) combining Big Sequence Data with structures, 2) using the Pfam 
definitions of protein domains and the corresponding MSAs and 3) the way in which the 
sequence correlations are screened for directly interacting pairs.  This improvement to the 
performance of protein sequence matching derives significantly from incorporating structural 
information into an amino acid similarity matrix.   
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3.4. Discussion 
While the results have been transformed into a single amino acid substitution matrix 
having dimensions of 20x20, the available data could be used to explicitly consider 
substitutions of pairs, thus requiring larger matrices.  It remains to be seen whether such a 
larger computational effort would be worthwhile. 
The principal conclusion from this work is that the additional substitutions that have 
been permitted with the new SeqStruct substitution matrix enable obtaining a significantly 
stronger agreement between structure and sequence similarities.  One of our current efforts is 
to establish a significantly more reliable substitution matrix beginning with the work reported  
here, but ensuring that the sequence matches do not include significant false positive results. 
3.4.1. SeqStruct is capable of aligning the structurally similar parts of two homolog 
protein 
 There are a substantial number of known cases where two protein structures are 
similar but their sequences are not. The 1500 pairs of sequences sampled from CATH S20 
dataset possess such feature. As a result, SeqStruct matrix resolves many of these 
problematic cases. Structure alignment was performed for each pairs, which is then used for 
RMSD calculation based on the aligned segments from the result of sequence alignment. The 
RMSD mean and deviation of 1500 cases are shown in Fig 3-4.  The results clearly 
demonstrate SeqStruct matches the structurally similar parts better than BLOSUM62. For 
each gap opening and extend combination, the aligned segments from SeqStruct have lower 
RMSD mean and standard deviation than the results from BLOSUM62 in the structure 
alignments. 
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Figure 3-4. RMSD comparison. For each gap opening and extend combination, the aligned 
segments from SeqStruct have lower RMSD mean and standard deviation than the results 
from BLOSUM62 in the structure alignments in the 1500 cases. 
 
One of the examples of these improved alignments is shown in Fig. 3-5, showing also 
how well the aligned sequence segments are positioned in the structure alignments. More 
examples will be shown in the supplementary materials. The results shown in Figs. 3-4 are 
based on including the effects of the sequence changes for the individual singlet substitutions, 
together with pair-wise correlations derived from the MSAs and filtered to be only those sites 
that are close to one another in the corresponding protein structures.  These show major gains 
over the use of   BLOSUM62 alone for several reasons: 1) combining Big Sequence Data 
with structures, 2) using the Pfam definitions of protein domains and the corresponding 
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MSAs and 3) the way in which the sequence correlations are screened for directly interacting 
pairs.  This improvement to the performance of protein sequence matching derives 
significantly from incorporating structural information into an amino acid similarity matrix. 
 
Figure 3-5. BLOSUM62 fails to identify similar structures, but our new amino acid 
similarity matrix successfully identifies the specific structure pair. Sequence and 
structure matches are compared, and structures are colored according to matched segments in 
the sequence matches.  Eight cases are shown. On the left in each case is the alignment 
performed with BLOSUM62, and on the right the alignment with our new SeqStruct amino 
acid similarity matrix.  The segments in gray correspond to the parts aligned with gaps in the 
sequence alignment.  
 
The outcome of this research can improve the results in a large number of 
applications of sequence matching in biology, advancing particularly the fields of molecular, 
structural and evolutionary biology.  A few of the many important gains will be improved 
gene annotations, improved protein structure determination, improved protein modeling, 
improved evaluations of the effects of protein mutants, and enhanced abilities to carry out 
reliable protein design. It is through this effort that the vast data from genome sequencing 
will come into practical application. Some problems that the present results may help to 
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resolve: (1) Inability to recognize proteins having similar structures but dissimilar sequences; 
(2) Mistakes in function identification based on previous sequence matches; (3) Sequence 
matches that are not sufficiently informative about the effects of mutations.  Many parts of 
biology depend on results from sequence matching, but these do not account for important 
structural properties such as amino acid packing, which provides the framework for the 
present work.  
3.4.2. Other ways to obtain gains  
Manual inspection of the MSAs from Pfam shows that them not to be entirely reliable, 
and the MSAs themselves could be significantly improved by using the present  SeqStruct 
similarity matrix. To obtain a better understanding of the functional mechanisms of a protein 
structure, it is important to integrate all available information to extract the complex co-
evolution signals. Most previous studies have limited themselves to only pairwise 
correlations, but the present approach could be extended to consider larger groups - triplets, 
etc. It may be important to consider such higher order (higher than pairs) co-evolving 
dependencies because of the high packing density in proteins. We plan to do this in the future. 
Other significantly correlated clusters that are not proximate could also have been included, 
perhaps by including a distance weighting scheme.  This would bring protein allostery 
directly into sequence matching. Allosteric spines that had been identified separately could 
even be weighted more strongly (Dokholyan, 2016; Feher, Durrant, Van Wart, & Amaro, 
2014; Nussinov, Tsai, & Liu, 2014; Ribeiro & Ortiz, 2016). Another way to make gains is to 
develop separate similarity metrics for different classes of protein folds.  We have 
demonstrated this in a recent paper (S. P. Leelananda et al., 2016), but the gains appear to be 
modest.  
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3.4.3. Huge pent-up needs  
There are many specific applications that can benefit from improved sequence 
matching.  For example, there are proteins involved in nuclear organization and cell division, 
where researchers have been unable to identify critical proteins these to any proteins in other 
organisms (Johansen, Forer, Yao, Girton, & Johansen, 2011).  Other scientists obtain crystals 
of a new protein but are unable to find a homologous known structure to aid in initial 
construction of a protein model. Comparative genomics across diverse species are often 
unable to identify the function of even half of the proteins.  Applications of site-directed 
mutagenesis will likewise benefit from considering pairs of substitutions according to Table 
S2. These needs are only a small sample of the large number of research topics that can 
benefit from improved protein sequence matching. 
3.4.4. Potential impacts 
In summary, the approach applied here combines two extremely different sets of data 
– the protein sequences and structures, and combines them within a physical context by using 
close contacts in the structures to select the strongest correlations. This yields significant 
gains in sequence matching. The results produce dramatic improvements in sequence 
matching that will aid the present users of BLAST or any other present sequence matching 
software, because it relies on a simple 20x20 amino acid similarity matrix just as most other 
matching procedures also use.   So its use is straightforward to implement. Further possible 
extensions include incorporating higher order multi-body correlations manifested in 
structures, may provide additional gains in the representations of the complex, dense proteins.  
In general, biology is comprised of dense systems, with huge numbers of components, 
so the approach taken here may be generalizable to treat a wide range of specific complex 
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problems.  The critical data for applying such an approach would be the identities of the 
species and which ones are interacting with one another. 
3.4.5. The future 
There is a important need for efficient protein sequencing that would follow the 
successes with DNA and RNA sequencing.  There is also the possibility emerging of high 
throughput protein structure determination using free-electron X-ray crystallography.  Such 
efforts might overcome the reliance on protein sequence matching. 
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CHAPTER 4.    SEQSTRUCT-HOMOLOG: A NEW MATRIX FOR HOMOLOG 
DETECTION 
4.1. Introduction 
Protein sequence homology searching is a fundamental task in modern bioinformatics. 
In this work, we derived a new matrix that is focused specifically on homolog detection by 
combining the residue proximity information from protein structures with extent of co-
evolution calculated from the multiple sequence alignments using the co-evolution ensemble 
methods to select the informative co-mutations. Then we derive the substitution matrix based 
on the selected co-mutation observations. We compare the performance of this new 
Seqstruct-homolog matrix with BLOSUM62 on both ASTRALS40 and CATHS40 datasets. 
The improved homology search performance demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed 
method.  
The BLOSUM family of scoring matrices, and especially BLOSUM62, is the default 
substitution matrix for protein homolog detecting. The BLOSUM matrices are also 
commonly used for MSA construction and also as standard matrix in most protein sequence 
alignment software. It was derived from a set of reliable amino acid blocks that are highly 
conserved but also distantly related. According to (Styczynski, Jensen, Rigoutsos, & 
Stephanopoulos, 2008), the BLOSUM62 matrix was miscalculated and the resulting 
similarity scores are affected by random effects from the matrix derivation algorithm. 
Surprisingly, the incorrect matrices perform better than the more rigorous matrices. 
Our previous work (Jia & Jernigan, 2018) that utilized structural frameworks to 
mount the observed correlated parts in sequences to identify the most important correlated 
parts, and we derived a substitution matrix, that produces sequence alignments with many 
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fewer gaps/insertions in comparison with o BLOSUM62.  For non-homologous sequences, it 
manages to correctly align the structure parts in agreement with the sequence alignments. In 
the present work, we adopt a new approach to select informative co-mutation data from the 
multiple sequence alignments.  We combine the residue proximity from protein structures 
with the co-evolution level calculated by using co-evolution ensemble methods. Compared to 
the previous work, which only used mutual information, we now use both Direct Coupling 
Analysis (DCA) (Marks et al., 2011) and Mutual Information without phylogenetic effects 
(MIp) (Dunn et al., 2008) to extract the co-mutations in the multiple sequence alignments 
with greater accuracy. The rationale is that both methods are proven to be effective in residue 
contact predictions and together they should outperform mutual information by itself. 
However, it still may suffer from high false-positive rates. By combining the observed 
residue proximity and the prediction results from both methods we are able to extract high 
quality co-mutation data, and we use this to derive the new seqstruct-homolog substitution 
matrix. 
4.2. Approach 
In this study the multiple sequence alignments (MSA) were retrieved from the Pfam (R. D. 
Finn et al., 2016) database. Pfam is a database of protein domain families that includes 
annotations and multiple sequence alignments generated with hidden Markov models. The 
Pfam-A entries are high quality, manually curated families. The Pfam 31.0 release contains a 
total of 16,712 families. Each family describes a protein motif which refers to a structural 
domain having certain biological functions. Originally, we filtered the MSA data with the 
following procedure: 1) remove families having fewer than 1000 sequences. 2) Eliminate the 
columns from MSA having more than 10% gaps. 3) For each protein family, the sequences 
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are weighted based on the sequence similarity. In this study, in total 3,207 Pfam-A domains 
are used for the analysis. The protein structures in this study are taken from the Protein Data 
Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977). For each Pfam MSA we use one corresponding protein 
structure as the source of residue proximity evaluation. 
In this study we use both DCA and MIp for co-evolution detection. If a position pair 
in MSA is  detected to have a high co-evolution signal by both methods and they are spatially 
proximate in the protein structure, we consider the two residues to have co-evolved and be 
correlated. The column-wised MSA data is used for deriving the new amino acid similarity 
matrix. 
 
Figure. 4-1 Comparison of the new SeqStruct amino acid similarity matrix with the 
BLOSUM62 matrix. Red values are more conserved than blue values, numerical values are 
shown on the color key on the right side. 
 
Both matrices show roughly three red regions which represent hydrophobic, polar and 
charged amino acids respectively. In SeqStruct-homolog, these regions are more discernible. 
It indicates that SeqStruct-homolog permits more substitutions within each category. The 
scores for polar-charged substitutions are also increased. The scores for remainder of the 
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inter-category substitutions are decreased. Along the diagonal, instead of W being most 
conserved, C is the most conserved in the SeqStruct-homolog matrix. 
4.3. Performance Evaluation 
To investigate the performance of the SeqStruct-homolog matrix, we compare 
SeqStruct-homolog series matrices with BLOSUM62 by comparing pairwise sequence 
searches using the BLAST software. These searches are used to determine each matrix‘s 
effectiveness in identifying distant homologs from the SCOPe and CATH databases. Both of 
the databases contain a set of human-curated structure-based protein homologs. To evaluate 
the results, we use the pairwise sequence comparison evaluation method developed by (Price, 
Crooks, Green, & Brenner, 2005). This method uses coverage vs. errors per query (CVE) as a 
metric to evaluate the effectiveness of different matrices. The searches are performed on a 
database vs. database fashion, which means that we take each sequence in the database as a 
query sequence to search in the database. As a result, we have a list of pairwise comparisons 
and e-values. In order to generate the CVE curves, the list of pairwise comparisons is sorted 
based on increasing e-values (decreasing statistical significance). The higher position in the 
sorted list means a higher probability that the pair of protein sequences are homologs. 
Therefore, by traversing the sorted list from top to bottom, the coverage count is incremented 
if the two sequences of the pair are true homologs. Otherwise the false positive count is 
incremented by one. The CVE curve illustrate how much coverage is obtained at a given 
error level. Similar to the concept of area under the curve (AUC), the curve that covers a 
larger area are considered to be better. In this project we iterate both gap opening and gap 
extent to find the optimal values for each matrix. Therefore the coverage vs. error per query 
curve shown in Fig. 4-2 is a best-to-best comparison. 
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Figure 4-2. The best-to-best comparison of homolog detecting between BLOSUM62 and 
SeqStruct-homolog. The left panel shows the test results from the SCOPe database. The 
right panel shows the result from the CATHS40 database. 
 
The ASTRAL40 database (version 2.06) is a subset of SCOPe database that was used. 
It contains in total 2,006 homolog families and 13,760 sequences with less than 40% identity 
to each other. This dataset has been commonly suggested as the gold standard for homology 
search performance evaluation. The CVE curve comparison shows that at the beginning the 
two curves are almost identical. The region corresponds to a strict error rate control.  At 
around 1 error per 1000 queries, SeqStruct-homolog is more sensitive than BLOSUM62. 
After allowing more errors, BLOSUM62 start to catch up. The two curves almost overlap for 
the rest of the region. On the right are test results for CATH, which is another protein 
structure classification database. It shares many features with the SCOPe database, however 
there are differences in the detailed classification hierarchies. CATH40 contains 30,744 
sequences which belong to 6,051 homolog families. The right panel shows that SeqStruct-
homolog slightly outperforms BLOSUM62 for most of the region. Similar to the result from 
ASTRAL40, when allowing more errors, the two curves start to overlap. 
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4.4. Conclusions 
We have derived a new substitution matrix that uses correlation data from both DCA 
and MIp methods to agree that positions are correlated. This behaves more similarly to 
BLOSUM62 than the Seqstruct matrix derived previously.  It is a more conservative 
approach, but still it indicates both quantitative and qualitative differences from the 
BLOSUM62 matrix. 
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CHAPTER 5.    AMINO ACID SUBSTITUTION MATRIX WITH FREQUENCY 
ADJUSTMENT FROM STRUCTURE ALIGNMENTS 
A high-quality sequence alignment is essential for deriving substitution matrices.  The 
PAM (Point accepted mutation) series matrices were evaluated from a dataset of 1,572 
observed mutations in the phylogenetic trees of 71 families of closely related proteins (Bahar 
et al., 1997). The protein alignments included were required to have at least 85% identity. 
The BLOSUM series of matrices were obtained by using over 2000 blocks of similar amino 
acid sequences as trusted alignment data (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992). To sum up, a 
substitution matrix reflects the amino acid substitution frequencies in the training dataset.  
Substitution matrices like the PAM and BLOSUM matrices are based on the log-odds 
score. The log-odds score is the logarithm of the ratio of the likelihoods of two hypotheses. 
As indicated in equation 5.1, the numerator 
ijp  is the likelihood of the hypothesis that two 
residues ( i  and j ) are related by mutation. It is known as the target frequency, which is 
treated as the expected probability of two residues being aligned. The denominator 
i jq q  is 
the likelihood of the null hypothesis that two residues are unrelated and are fully independent. 
It is also known as the background frequencies.  is an adjustable scaling factor. The form of 
log-odds score leads to the result: if two amino acids are aligned together with a biological 
association more often than by chance then the score is positive. We consider it to be a 
conservative substitution. Conversely, a negative score indicates a nonconservative 
substitution. 
log( )
ij
ij
i j
p
q
s
q
  (5-1) 
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The derivation of substitution scores is based purely on statistics with little 
knowledge about the properties of the amino acids or of protein structures.  As a result, some 
of the scores may appear to be counterintuitive. For instance, in the most widely used 
substitution matrix, the BLOSUM62 matrix, the highest score is +11 for the tryptophan pair, 
while the alanine pair is +4. This difference is caused by the rareness of the amino acids in 
the training dataset. The math behind the log-odds scores makes rarer amino acids less likely 
to be aligned by chance. Protein sequence algorithms align sequences to achieve the highest 
cumulative scores. A substitution matrix with high diagonal scores tends to give a high 
priority to alignments of identical residue pairs. However, aligning the identical residue pairs 
is not always correct, and can be overridden by the correlations. Conventional sequence 
alignments can unambiguously distinguished between protein pairs having similar or 
dissimilar structures when the pairwise sequence identity is over 40%. The signal is weaker 
and it is more difficult to draw definitive conclusions when the sequence identity drops down 
to 10–30%, often called the twilight zone.  
To address the problem, we incorporate the substitution distribution with structural 
features into the original pairwise substitution distribution.  
5.1. Amino Acid Substitution Frequencies From Structure Alignments 
The CATH database is a public online database that provides information on the 
evolutionary relationships of protein structure domains. It was created in the mid-1990s by 
Christine Orengo and colleagues, and continues to be refined and updated by the Orengo 
group at University College London. The original data source of experimentally determined 
3D protein structures for building CATH database is from the Protein Data Bank. Automatic 
procedures and human curation are both used to identify protein domains in the polypeptide 
chains. The domains are then classified into four CATH categories at the top of the structural 
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hierarchy: Class (C) level, the overall secondary-structure content of the domain, i.e. all 
alpha, all beta, a mixture of alpha and beta, or little secondary structure; at the Architecture 
(A) level, these are highly structurally similarity but no evidence of homology; 
Topology/fold (T) level, a large-scale grouping of topologies which share particular 
structural features; assignments are made at the Homologous superfamily (H) level if there is 
evidence that the domains are related by evolution, i.e., homologs.  
In our project, the CATH database of the hierarchical domain classification of protein 
structures is utilized to obtain the structures with different folds to derive the topology-based 
substitution distribution. We hypothesize that the protein domains that have low residue 
identity at the same time share a high structure similarity should be aligned according to their 
structural features instead of sequence identity. The topology-based substitution distribution 
indicates directly how the sequence substitution distribution should be adjusted. The non-
redundant data sets of CATH data have been used where structures are clustered at different 
levels of sequence identity.  
In the test dataset, two related proteins in each pair have a high structural similarity 
but low residue identity. The result shows that the BLOSUM series matrices fail to give the 
correct alignment that corresponds to the structural alignment. The main reason for this 
problem is that the original training dataset to derive BLOSUM matrices reflects little 
information about the structural features of the protein. To be more specific, the observed 
substitution distribution from the testing dataset cannot fit the expected distribution in 
substitution matrices very well. When aligning two protein sequences related by their 
structural features, the BLOSUM series of matrices are simply not able to similar sequence 
matches. 
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The substitution distribution with structural features is derived from the structure 
alignments constructed on the CATH S20 dataset. The dataset contains 9,894 PDB structures 
that belong to 1,134 homolog families. All pairs of proteins share less than 20% sequence 
identity.  All the pairs of protein sequence in the same homolog family have some indication 
of a demonstrable evolutionary relationship and should be aligned in accord with structural 
features instead of sequence alone. The average TM-score for all the homologous pairs of 
structures is 0.65. We uniformly sample in total 2,990 pairs of homolog structures from all 
1,134 families. To ensure high quality structure alignments, all of the pairs have a TM-score 
equal or higher than 0.65. The premise is that all of the pairs of sequences should be aligned 
according to the structural features. By including the correlated pairs from the multiple 
sequence alignments in the amino acid similarity matrix we are able to achieve this. The 
amino acid substitution pairs are derived from the corresponding residues that are closely 
aligned in the structure alignments. As demonstrated in the figure, 1siq and 1r2j, which 
belong to the same homolog family (CATH id: 1.10.540.10) share a high structural similarity 
(TM score 0.87). However, the sequence identity between the two is below 20%. The 
sequence alignment corresponding to the structure alignment indicates that in order to align 
the two structures correctly according to the structural features, some ―unconventional‖ 
substitutions must be permitted. For example, in BLOSUM 62 Leu-Arg and Leu-Glu pairs 
have a score of negative 2 and negative 3, respectively. In the structure alignment both of 
these substitutions occur (See Fig. 5-1). 
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Figure 5-1. Structure alignment generated from TM-align with a TM score of 0.87. 
1siqA01(red) and 1r2jA01(blue) are in the same homolog family (CATH id: 1.10.540.10). 
Red circled pairs in the alignment are unfavorable with BLOSUM62. 
  
6
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Figure 5-2. The normalized amino acid substitution frequencies extracted from the structure alignments of the CATH dataset. 
The x-axis is the substitution observation and the y-axis is the normalized frequency value. 
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The summary of the results of substitutions are given in Fig. 5-2.  The most frequently 
substituted pairs are among several hydrophobic amino acids, such as Ala, Leu, Val, Gly. In 
addition to the high substitution rate of identities, the inter-substitution rate among different 
ones is also high. Proline always substitutes with itself. 
5.2. Kullback–Leibler Divergence Optimization 
In information theory, the Kullback–Leibler divergence (also called relative entropy) 
is a measure of how one probability distribution differs from another distribution. It 
quantifies the difference between two probability distributions by showing the increase in the 
expected uncertainty when using one distribution to describe the other one. The definition of 
Kullback-Leibler divergence is: 
( || ( )log) iKL i i
i
q
Q qD P
p
   
Where P  and Q  are the two probability distributions. Kullback–Leibler divergence is 
always nonnegative. A value of 0 indicates that the two distributions are identical.  
After deriving the residue substitution distribution from the structure alignments, we 
use Kullback–Leibler divergence to measure the difference between the distribution from the 
structure alignment and the distribution from the original sequence alignments. With this 
measure, we can modify the original distribution toward the target structural distribution by 
appropriate optimization approaches. 
5.3. Results 
As an example we use the protein sequences of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase 
from rabbit and Archaea that share a low residue identity number of 19.7% but a high 
(5-2) 
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similarity in their structures, shown in Fig. 5-3, the implied sequence alignment. This is a 
textbook example taken from the book Understanding Bioinformatics. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. The structures of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase from rabbit and 
archaea, taken from (Zvelebil & Baum, 2007) with structure alignment in A, the 
individual structures in B and C and the implied sequence alignment. 
 
 6
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Figure 5.4. Sequence alignments of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase from rabbit and Archaea whose structure alignment is 
shown in Fig. 5-3. BLOSUM62 fails to align two sequence in accord their structural features (Left).  But, the new amino acid 
substitution yields an appropriate alignment similar to the structure alignment (Right). 
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Global alignments of two fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase sequences has been  
generated by using SeqStruct with adjustment (Right) and BLOSUM62 (Left) with a default 
gap penalty of 10.0 for gap opening and 0.5 for gap extension. In Fig. 5.4, the result clearly 
shows that StructSeq with adjustment aligns the two sequences according to their structural 
features. BLOSUM62 produces an alignment with poor alignment of the structural features. 
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CHAPTER 6.    HIGHER ORDER CO-EVOLUTION CORRELATIONS 
By Nikita Chopra, Kejue Jia, Amy Andreotti, and Robert L. Jernigan 
Paper for journal submission 
6.1. Introduction 
A deeper understanding of the functional mechanisms of a protein should be obtained 
by integrating all the information discovered in co-evolution signals. However, the results 
from pairwise relationships approaches such as Mutual information (MI)(Levitt, 2007) and 
Direct coupling analysis (DCA) (Morcos et al., 2011)  can yield contradictions caused by 
false discovery of co-evolving signals. On the other hand it is possible that higher order 
(higher than pairwise) co-evolving dependencies exist within a given multiple sequence 
alignment and that these would be more informative and more reliable than pairs.  The high 
density in amino acid packing in protein structures supports the concept of the importance of 
higher order correlations. 
The study of co-evolution correlations is somewhat limited if only pairs of variables 
are considered. There is, therefore, a need for computing correlations of multiple variables 
together rather than only pairs. The concept of ―interaction information‘‘ (Galas, Sakhanenko, 
Skupin, & Ignac, 2014; Tsujishita, 1995) was proposed to generalize the definition of mutual 
information on multiple random variables. It was used previously Carter et al. (Echols, 
Milburn, & Gerstein, 2003) to optimize a binning process to minimize bias and lose a 
minimum of information in the process. For two variables, the interaction information is 
equivalent to the mutual information and to the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the 
joint and single probability densities of the two variables. The main purpose of the 
interaction information is to express a measure of the information shared by larger sets of 
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random variables in a given set (McGill, 1954). When the number of variables is larger than 
two, the form of the interactions displays distinct properties from its pairwise counterparts, 
mutual information. The negative correlation values make it difficult to use as a measure of 
higher order correlations. However, Galas et al. (Galas et al., 2014) described the 
characteristics of the symmetric under permutation of the variables to develop a measure that 
they called Symmetrized Differential Interaction Information (SDII). 
 Similar to mutual information, this metric is model-free and based on information 
entropy. It provides a general approach to detect the multiple dependencies to provide an 
accurate measure of various levels of dependencies within subsets of variables in a data set. 
The resulting quantity is nonzero only if the subset of variables is collectively dependent. By 
comparing the result from SDII with previous co-evolution methods we are succeeding here 
in showing that SDII has the ability to identify the major long range correlations, which are 
consistent with the results from DCA methods. It also indicates that it can uncover the vital 
residues connecting regions that act as hub residue along possible intra-protein allosteric 
pathways. 
6.2. Methods 
Interaction information can be written in terms of the summation of all the marginal 
and joint entropies of n  variables 1 2 3, , ,...,{ }nX Xv XX  : 
| |) ( 1) (( )
n
n
v
HI v 



  
 
where   is the subset of v  and | |  is the cardinality of the subset. It is noted that the number 
of terms grows rapidly as a power of the number of variables. In order to detect co-
evolutionary relationship among amino acids, the variables in the above equation correspond 
(6-1) 
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to different positions in a multiple sequence alignment. The interaction information can be 
either positive or negative. This property makes it unsuitable as an information measurement 
in any dependency analysis. To address this problem, a new metric is defined as the 
differential interaction information,  . It is the difference between values of successive 
interaction information by removing one variable from the set, given as 
( , ) [ ( ) ( \{ )] ( \{ }| )}i n n n i n i iX v I v I v X I v X X    
 
where 1,2,...ni . It can then also be written in the form of entropies 
}
| | 1
{ |
( , ) ( )( 1) i
i n i i
i n i
v X
X v H

 

 
  
 
where { }i  is the set of all subset of nv  that contain iX . 
The differential interaction information is based on specifying one target variable. Its 
value is therefore asymmetric in that variable designation. To serve the purpose of detecting 
collective dependences among a variable set, a more general measure then is created by 
multiplying  ‘s with all possible choices of the target variable. This construction restores the 
permutation symmetry of the variable choice. Finally, the symmetric differential interaction 
information can be written as 
1 1
( ) ( 1) ) ( \{ })] ( 1) , )[ ((
n n
n n
n n n n i i n
i i
v I vv X vI X
 
         
 
where, the product is over the choice of iX  and 2n   . 
  
(6-2) 
(6-3) 
(6-4) 
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6.3 Application 1: Discovery of Active Site by Using 3
rd
 Order Co-evolution Correlation 
Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) is generally the sequence alignment of three or 
more biological sequences (protein or nucleic acid) of the same length. In the alignment 
process, the input sequences are considered to have an evolutionary relationship by which 
they share some evolutionary linkage and some common ancestor. From the output, 
homology can be inferred and the evolutionary relationships between the sequences studied. 
Here, MSA refers to protein MSA specifically. The multiple sequence alignment (MSA) for 
each protein family is retrieved from the Pfam database (Robert D Finn et al., 2007). Pfam is 
a database of protein families that includes their annotations and multiple sequence 
alignments generated by using hidden Markov models. Each family describes a protein motif 
that refers to a structural domain with certain biological functions. In co-evolution correlation 
calculations, each row in a MSA represents a sequence observation that can include gaps, and 
each column corresponds to the position in the alignment. The original MSA data was 
filtered by the following procedure: 1) remove the redundant sequences in the refined MSA 
using a similarity threshold of 90% and eliminate the columns that have more than 10% gaps. 
2) remove all columns that have information entropy close to zero 3) categorize all amino 
acids into 6 classes based on their sizes and the chemical properties. In this case, the MSA 
used in the calculation contains 6 unique letters. Table 6-1 lists the amino acids within each 
of these categories of amino acids. 
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Table 6-1.  A reduced alphabet of 6 amino acid types 
Class 
index 
Amino acid 
Alphabets 
0 B,J,O,Z,U,X,'-','.' 
1 A,G 
2 C,S,T,N,Q 
3 D,R,E,K,H 
4 F,Y,W 
5 P,V,I,L,M 
 
The protein structure data in this study is taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
(Berman et al., 2000). It is a crystallographic database for the three-dimensional structural 
data of large biological molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids.  
6.3.1. Zinc knuckle family (PF00098) 
A structure motif of proteins describes the pattern of the sequential and spatial 
arrangements in a tertiary structure domain. The zinc finger motif is a structural motif in 
proteins that are transcription factors that interact with DNA or RNA. The name zinc finger 
comes from the fact that in most cases a zinc ion is present that interacts with different parts 
of the domain and has finger-like appearance. One such structure, the Xenopus laevis 
transcription factor IIIA, was the first such domain discovered. In a zinc finger domain, the 
ion is held in position by coordination with four amino acids that are typically cysteine or 
histidine. These zinc-binding domains are highly stable structures. They rarely undergo 
conformational changes upon target binding. 
Based on the overall shape of the protein backbone in the folded domain, zinc finger 
domains can be classified into different types.  In the Pfam database, the zinc knuckle family 
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(Pfam ID: PF00098) describes a type of zinc finger domain that possesses a gag-knuckle fold.  
A gag-knuckle fold consists of two short beta-strands connected by a CCHC-type zinc 
knuckle followed by a short helix or loop. The entire sequence representation of the 
CysCysHisCys (CCHC) type zinc finger domains is C-X2-C-X4-H-X4-C, where X can be any 
amino acid, and the number indicates the number of residues in the sequence (De Guzman et 
al., 1998). These CCHC zinc finger domains are found mainly in the nucleocapsid protein of 
retroviruses. The Pfam database provides a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) for the zinc 
knuckle domain family which includes a total of 808 species, and 22,448 protein sequences. 
All the sequences are well aligned. The average identity of the alignment is 43% and the 
average length of this domain is 17.8 amino acids.  
Previous research shows few attempts to extract functionally specific residue groups 
for zinc knuckle domain with co-evolution approaches.  In addition to the short sequence 
length of the zinc knuckle domain, the high variability in non-conserved positions makes it 
difficult to determine the group of positions with functional or structural specificity by using 
pairwise co-evolution detection methods. The two positions in such pairs are considered to 
possess significant co-evolution signals. One common way to derive a group of co-evolved 
positions from pairs is to combine pairs by referring to the transitive relationship.  On the 
other hand, SDII provides a direct approach to discover a larger group of co-evolved 
positions, which is called a high order co-evolution group. In any co-evolution method, false 
positives may exist in the result with significant values.  One way to circumvent this problem 
is to find the hub positions that appear frequently in the result. Those hub positions are 
hypothesized to be important in the relationship between biological functions and structural 
stabilities.  
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Figure 6-1. Co-evolving residues in zinc finger alignments. The frequency of  co-evolved 
positions appeared in the result of triplet SDII (top) and pair mutual Information (bottom). 
Hub positions are indicated in red, withi others shown in blue. Note that SDII triplets are able 
to identify 2 more significant residues that MI. 
 
We applied SDII procedure with the full alignment of the Zinc knuckle domain to 
detect 3rd order co-evolution residue groups. As a result, 37 out of the 560 triplets are found 
to have significantly high co-evolution signals, which cover 14 out of total 16 positions. Each 
triplet contains 3 positions in the sequence alignment that are considered to mutate 
collectively.  To make a comparison with the counterpart pairwise methods, mutual 
information is also performed on the same dataset. In total 11 out of the 120 pairs are 
selected and the coverage is 10 out of the total of 16 positions. The frequencies in Figure 6-1 
show the results from both mutual information and SDII for the residues with high co-
evolution dependencies. The result from SDII covers three more positions when compared to 
mutual information.  While the result from mutual information is suggestive of some similar 
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degree of significant, it is the SDII that definitively indicates the significant positions, which 
are functionally related positions (see Fig. 6-2). 
 
Figure 6- 2. The interactions between the HIV-1 Nucleocapid protein and RNA (PDB 
ID:1a1t). The hub residues predicted from SDII are shown as red sticks and the interacting 
nucleotides in blue. The mapping between residue index and position index is shown in the 
table on the upper left corner. 
 
Fig. 6-2 shows the NMR structure of the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein bound to the 
SL3 psi-RNA recognition element (PDB ID: 1A1T (De Guzman et al., 1998)). The HIV-1 
nucleocapsid protein (NC) is one of the proteins having the zinc knuckle domain.  The 20-
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nucleotide RNA segment in the figure is part of what is known as the  -site, which is 
located between the 5‘ long terminal repeat and the gag initiation codon.  The  -site 
contains four stem-loop structures, denoted SL1 through SL4. The 20-nucleotide RNA 
segment assembles the sequence of SL3, which is particularly interesting because its 
sequence is highly conserved among different strains of HIV-1.  The mapping between 
residue index in the protein structure and the position index in the multiple sequence 
alignment has been generated with the PfamScan software from the Pfam site.  
As shown in Fig. 6-2, the predicted co-evolution hub residues are colored in red and 
the interacting counterparts in RNA are in blue. According De Guzman et al., Ala25-CH3 
interacts with A8-H1', A8-H2, A8-H8 (spin diffusion), and 09-H8; Lys26-Ht interacts with 
A8-H2. The Phe16 and Ala25 backbone NH groups located at the bottom of the cleft form 
hydrogen bonds with G9-06, and the Lys14-CO backbone oxygen forms a hydrogen bond 
with G9-H1. The base of the tetraloop nucleotide, A8, makes hydrophobic contacts with the 
Ala25-CH3, Phe16-C1H2, and Asn17-CO3H2 groups of the RNA knuckle. The function of 
Asn27 is not explicitly described in the literature. The hub residues in SDII result include 
most of these interacting residues.  
6.3.2. Elongation factor P family (PF09285) 
While the result for the zinc knuckle family PF00098 shows that triplet SDII with 
FDR predicts the functionally binding residues with a higher accuracy than pair MI, the 
results below for the elongation factor P family PF09285 also shows a still wider coverage of 
the functionally important residues when compared with the results from pairs MI. 
Elongation factor P (EF-P) is a prokaryotic protein translation factor required for 
efficient peptide bond synthesis on 70S ribosomes. It stimulates ribosomal peptidyl 
transferase activity. The exact biological process is not completely clear. The hypothesized 
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function is that it alters the affinity of the ribosome for aminoacyl-tRNA, thus increasing 
their reactivity as acceptors for peptidyl transferase. As shown in Figure X, EF-P consists of 
three beta-barrel domains (I, II, and III), including an N-terminal KOW-like domain; a 
central OB domain, which forms an oligonucleotide-binding fold; a C-terminal domain 
which adopts an OB-fold, with five beta-strands forming a beta-barrel in a Greek-key 
topology. Eukarya and Archaea have an EF-P homolog, eukaryotic initiation factor 5A (eIF-
5A). Domain I of EF-P is topologically the same as the N domain of eIF-5A. EF-P with 
domains II and III are sharing the same topology as the eIF-5A C domain, indicating that 
domains II and III likely arose by duplication. 
  In the Pfam database, PF09825 describes the protein family of the C-terminal domain 
in EF-P, which is the domain III in Fig. 6-3.  The sequence consensus pattern defined by 
PROSITE is K-X-[AV]-X4-G-X2-[LIVT]-X-V-P-X2-[LIVC]-X2-[GD].  According to (Zhou 
& Zhou, 2002), one surface of domain III has a patch of conserved basic residues, including 
Arg-140, Lys-149, Arg-176, and Arg-183, which provide opposite charge interactions for 
nucleic acid binding. The other surface of domain III is negatively charged, with Asp-134, 
Glu-154, Glu-166, and Glu-169 being conserved. A conserved residue indicates little or no 
variation at the same position in the multiple sequence alignment.  In co-evolution 
dependence calculations, the conserved positions are ignored because the groups including 
any conserved position lead to sequence entropy values near zero. 
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Figure 6-3. The structure of T. thermophilus EF-P. PDB ID 1ueb (Zhou & Zhou, 2002). 
Three domains are colored in red, green and blue separately.   
 
As for Zinc knuckle domain, we applied both triplet SDII and pair MI to the multiple 
sequence alignment of the EF-P C-terminal Domain. The full multiple sequence alignment 
contains 4,886 sequences.  The total number of positions involved in the calculation is 55. 
The hub residues were identified by count the frequency of how many time a residue 
appeared in all the triplets with a significant correlation value. As a result, 2,022 out of 
26,235 triplets are selected by triplet SDII, which covers 50 out of the total of 55 positions.  
On the other hand, pair mutual information indicates 122 out of 1485 pairs possess 
significant co-evolution dependence. It covers 38 out of the 55 positions. Similar to Fig. 6-1 
in the previous session, Fig. 6-4 demonstrates the frequency of each position appearing to be 
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significantly correlated. The positions having high frequencies are the hub positions.  
 
Figure. 6-4 Significantly correlated residues in the Elongation factor P family for 
triplets and pairs. The frequency of  co-evolved positions in the results for triplet SDII (top) 
and mutual Information (bottom). Hub positions are indicated in color red.  The difference 
between the group is significant, with SDII being able to identify 5 more significant residues 
the MI. 
 
Some of the positions having high correlations with triplet SDII are consistent with 
the results from mutual information.  For example, positions 43, 51, 66, 69, 70, 108, 117 
corresponding to residues G138, D142, G146, G147, S148, L163, and K172. Positions 44, 89 
and 119, which correspond to V139, A157, D174 in the protein structure are selected 
uniquely by SDII as hub positions. Position 32 is not described in the literature. It is not 
included in the active sites but may provide help for passing the co-evolution signals among 
all other active sites.  From Fig. 6-4 we see that the hub positions fall roughly two groups 
(See Fig. 6-5).   
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Figure 6-5. The hub residues in the EF-P C-terminal Domain. Residues colored in red are 
the consensus residues from both SDII and mutual information. Residues uniquely selected 
only by SDII are colored in blue. 
 
One group of residues in the loop region contains most of the hub positions.  The 
spatial proximity helps to confirm that this group of residues is likely to mutate collectively.  
Asp174 and Lys 172 are two charged amino acids contained in the other group.  Among all 
the charged residues in this   strand barrel, these two seem likely to play a role in nucleic 
acid binding. 
6.4. Application 2: BTK Compensatory Mutation 
X-linked agammaglobulinemia or XLA is an immunodeficiency disorder 
characterized by the absence of circulating mature B-cells, leading to increased susceptibility 
to bacterial infections. It is caused by mutations found in the single protein called Bruton‘s 
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tyrosine kinase (Btk). Btk plays a critical role in immune signaling pathways in B-cells with 
the absence of Btk leading to defects in B-cell maturation and function. Here, we focus on a 
common and severe form of XLA caused by the mutation R641H. We use the extensive 
sequence information available for the tyrosine kinases to identify correlated triples of 
residues, which can lead to the identification of mutations that can rescue Btk kinase activity 
in the presence of R641H. We have used the information theory approach called 
Symmetrized Differential Interaction Information, to identify the pairs of residues co-
evolving with R641 in triplets. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations (Chopra et al., 
2016) have shown that this mutation destroys the functional dynamics. This approach here 
shows that substitution of a specific arginine at an allosteric site is capable of restoring the 
functional dynamics to presumably rescue Btk activity by overcoming the effects of the 
R641H mutation to interfere with the functional dynamics.    
6.4.1. Introduction 
Bruton‘s agammaglobulinemia or X-linked agammaglobulinemia (XLA) is an 
inherited severe immunodeficiency disorder (Tsukada et al., 1993; Vihinen et al., 1998) 
characterized by the loss of circulating mature B-cells and immunoglobulins of all isotypes in 
the affected individual. This leads to an immune-compromised state, making the patients 
highly susceptible to bacterial infections
 
such as S.pneumonia and H.influenzae. XLA has 
been attributed to mutations leading to the loss of activity of a protein tyrosine kinase 
Bruton‘s tyrosine kinase or Btk. Btk is a multi-domain protein made up of an N-terminal 
Pleckstrin homology (PH), Tec homology (TH), Src homology 2 (SH2), Src homology 3 
(SH3) and C-terminal kinase domain (Mohamed et al., 2009). Btk activity has been found to 
be essential for B-cell maturation and function and loss of activity creates a block at the pre-
B cell to pro-B cell developmental stage(Khan et al., 1995).
 Btk‘s role in immune cell 
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signaling pathways in B-cells has been extensively studied(Bradshaw, 2010; Mohamed et al., 
2009; Woyach, Johnson, & Byrd, 2012). It is activated upon antigen binding to the cell 
surface B-cell receptor, by Src family kinase member Lyn. Active Btk catalyzes the transfer 
of γ-phosphate group from ATP to Phospholipase C-γ2 (PLC-γ2). PLC-γ2 activity is required 
to cleave phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP-2) to release second messengers 
inositol phosphate-3 (IP-3) and diacyl glycerol (DAG); IP-3 triggers release of Ca
2+
 ions 
from the endoplasmic reticulum, while DAG activates Protein kinase C (PKC). This role of 
Btk in B-cell receptor signaling is essential for B-cell function and maturation. The current 
treatment for XLA is aggressive and regular intravenous antibody therapy and bone marrow 
transplant. This treatment regime is cost limited. Our overall interest lies in identifying small 
molecules or cell permeable biologics that could rescue Btk kinase activity in the presence of 
an XLA mutation. In pursuit of this aim, we are using the available sequence-structure 
information of Btk kinase to identify compensatory mutations that can re-activate an XLA 
Btk mutant. Such allosteric sites would indicate regions that might serve as potential epitopes 
for developing highly specific small molecules to rescue the deleterious effects of the disease 
causing mutation. Identifying such an allosteric site would also reveal the molecular basis of 
XLA mutations, which can be distant from the active site of Btk kinase. Our approach 
involves identifying a compensatory mutation, which can rescue Btk activity in the presence 
of an XLA causing mutation-R641H. The R641H substitution occurs at a highly conserved 
site in the C-lobe, ~28 Å away from the active site in Btk kinase and is one of the most 
severe XLA causing mutations identified in patients to date.(Vihinen et al., 1998)   
To identify allosteric sites, which could be targeted to rescue Btk activity, we used the 
sequence and structural information available for kinases and used the method called 
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Symmetrized Differential Interaction Information (SDII) .(Galas et al., 2014) SDII was first 
proposed to measure the interdependence between three of more variables, based on shared 
co-evolution as manifested in strong correlations among three or more variables. In this study, 
we have used triplet SDII to measure interdependence between three positions in the protein 
tyrosine kinase sequence alignment. Projecting these onto the structure, enables us to suggest 
the basis for action to restore the function. The interdependence between these three residues 
is derived from the correlations among the amino acids in the multiple sequence alignment. 
The amino acids, which were identified from this analysis as coevolving with R641, were 
mutated to other amino-acids occurring at the corresponding position in the sequence 
alignment and tested by using long all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. In this study, 
we have identified a specific site on the opposing N-lobe of the kinase domain that can 
rescue Btk kinase domain dynamics, and presumably its activity in the presence of the 
R641H XLA mutation in the C-lobe, in-silico. This site importantly identifies a possible 
target for designing small-molecules to restore the mutant Btk R641H kinase activity. Our 
analysis also indicates a possible specific mechanism by which the R641H mutation 
interferes with Btk kinase domain activity. 
6.4.2. Structure preparation 
The coordinates of Btk linker-kinase (PDB ID: 3K54(Marcotte et al., 2010), amino 
acids: 392–659) were obtained from the RCSB PDB databank. The coordinates of the bound 
inhibitor were deleted from the PDB file. The regions missing from the electron density maps 
of 3K54 were modeled with the Loop Model module in MODELLER as follows: amino 
acids 435–441, which include the β3- αC loop and the N-terminus of the αC-helix, were 
modeled using Csk (PDB ID: 1K9A(Ogawa et al., 2002), chain B) and Lck (PDB 
ID:3LCK(Yamaguchi & Hendrickson, 1996)) as templates; amino acids 542–558 which form 
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the activation loop are modeled based on Btk (PDB ID:1K2P(C. Mao, Zhou, & Uckun, 2001)) 
since 1K2P contains the activation loop resolved in the open conformation. Finally, none of 
the available crystal structures of Btk contain the DFG motif in the active conformation and 
so we used the structure of the active Lck kinase domain (PDB ID:3LCK) to model the active 
DFG-in conformation into Btk 3K54. The mutate_model module in Modeller was used to 
mutate R641 to histidine and K420 to arginine in Btk linker-kinase domain model to derive 
Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain and Btk (R641H/K420R) linker-kinase domains. 
Phospho-Tyrosine patch TP2 was used to introduce phosphorylation of Y551 in both models. 
6.4.3. High order co-evolution detection 
Symmetric differential interaction information is an information entropy based co-
evolution signal detection method. It provides high order (n > 2) co-evolution dependence 
among multiple residues. The set of three co-evolving residues (including R641 position) 
with highest SDII value, were then selected to be mutated to different amino acids occurring 
at that position in the sequence alignment. 
To identify co-evolutionary relationship between R641 and the remaining 266 amino 
acids in Btk kinase domain, we collected the sequence alignment set of protein tyrosine 
kinase family from Pfam (Bateman et al., 2002). Pfam is a repository of sequences of a large 
number of protein families. These sequences are stored in multiple sequence alignments 
format, using the hidden Markov models (HMMs). There are 55024 sequences from 676 
species stored in Pfam family ID: PF07714 (referred to here as the raw data-set). To optimize 
the detection of co-evolutionary signals, the spurious correlations arising from the redundant 
sequences in the raw dataset were removed. In order to do that, we removed the sequences 
with 70% or greater sequence similarity (gaps are not included while evaluating sequence 
similarity). The final dataset is reduced to 7,953 sequences. 
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6.4.4. Simulation setup 
The NAMD 2.8(Phillips et al., 2005) program with CHARMM27 force field was 
used to initiate all-atom MD simulations of Btk linker-kinase, Btk (R641H) linker-kinase and 
Btk (R641H/K420R) linker-kinase domains. The proteins were solvated in a periodic water 
box with 15 Å buffering distance between protein surface and the box, using the TIP3P 
explicit water model. 15  mM concentration of ions (Na  and Cl-) was added to charge 
neutralize the system. The systems were equilibrated and simulated in the NPT (Fixed 
Number of atoms, Pressure, and Temperature) ensemble at 31  K and 1 atm, using Particle-
Mesh Ewald for long-range electrostatics. The cutoff used for the van der Waals and short-
range electrostatics calculations was 12 Å and hydrogen bonds were kept rigid using the 
ShakeH algorithm. The timestep used was 2 fs. 
The prepared simulation systems were minimized according to the following steps: (a) 
20 picoseconds (ps) minimization of the entire system followed by 50 ps of equilibration by 
holding the protein rigid, allowing only water molecules and Na+ and Cl- ions to move. (b) 
The modeled loops which included the Gly-rich loop and the activation segment as well as 
the β3-αC-helix loop were subjected to a very short minimization of 2 ps to remove any 
steric clashes. (c) The entire system was minimized, gradually releasing harmonic constraints 
on all protein heavy-atoms. The temperature of the system was then gradually raised from 
200 K to 310 K with harmonic constraints on all protein heavy-atoms, in 5 K increments over 
a total of 90 ps. Subsequently, the harmonic constraints were gradually released and the 
system was equilibrated for a total time of approximately 1 ns. The production MD was run 
for 550 ns each.  
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6.4.5. Results 
All-atom Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations capture the inactivating effect 
of the R641H mutation on Btk linker kinase activity. To determine whether a specific 
mutation affects the functional dynamics, MD simulations can be applied to capture the 
inactivating effects, in this case to the mutant R641H in Btk, where we compare the 
conformational dynamics of the Btk catalytic domain in the presence and absence of the 
R641H mutation. We use a construct of Btk kinase domain (Btk-linker kinase domain), 
consisting of residues from the SH2-linker kinase domain (392-659 amino acids), for our 
studies as we have shown earlier that the isolated Btk kinase domain is inactive and that 
Trp395 in the SH2-linker kinase region is absolutely essential for Btk kinase domain 
activity(Joseph, Min, & Andreotti, 2007). Therefore, MD simulations of wild-type Btk-linker 
kinase domain are compared with Btk linker-kinase domain having the R641H mutation  
(referred to as Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain).  
The conformational state of the kinase domain is assessed by monitoring the Root 
Mean Square Deviations (RMSD) of key structural elements and distance between key 
residues in the Btk kinase domain. The αC-helix is a critical structural motif, whose motion 
regulates the conformational state of Btk kinase domain. αC-helix samples a ‗C-in‘ state in 
the active kinase domain (Fig. 6-6).  
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Figure 6-6. Cooperating Communities in Btk kinase are drastically changed by a 
specific mutant. Left column: The community networks in the native Btk linker-kinase (top 
row), mutant Btk (W395A) linker-kinase (middle row) and mutant Btk (R641H) linker-
kinase domains. The area of the circles indicates the number of residues within each 
community and the weight of the lines connecting communities is proportional to the extent 
of correlation between communities. Right column: Communities of residues mapped onto 
the structures. (right column). It be seen that the single mutation causes significant changes in 
the groups of residues that move together, and in the case of this mutant prevent its activation 
(from(Chopra et al., 2016)). 
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This conformational state of the αC-helix facilitates the formation of a salt-bridge 
between E445 on the αC-helix and K43  on the β3 strand in the kinase domain. An intact sat-
bridge (K430-E445 distance < 4 Å) is required for the active kinase conformation because it 
positions the α and β phosphates of ATP appropriately for catalysis. In the inactive Btk 
kinase domain conformation, the αC-helix samples a ‗C-out‘ state, which causes the K430-
E445 salt-bridge to break (K430-E445 distance > 4 Å). Therefore, RMSD of the αC-helix 
and the distance between K430 and E445 are monitored throughout the MD simulation to 
determine the active conformational state of Btk linker-kinase domain in the presence and 
absence of R641H mutation. Throughout the course of a 550 ns simulation, the wild-type Btk 
linker-kinase domain samples conformations near its starting active conformation. There is 
no significant change in the position of the αC-helix from its starting state, and therefore the 
αC-helix stays in the active ‗C-in‘ state, maintaining the critical salt-bridge K430-E445 intact 
(Fig.6-7), thus maintaining the active-site machinery in competent form for catalysis. In the 
presence of the R641H mutation, however, the Btk linker-kinase domain deviates from its 
starting active conformation, and assumes the hallmark of an inactive kinase domain at ~50 
ns during the course of a 55  ns simulation. The αC-helix deviates from its starting active 
conformation, and as seen in snapshots from the MD simulations, the αC-helix moves from 
the active ‗C-in‘ to the inactive ‗C-out‘ state (Fig. 6-6 top and middle). This motion of the 
αC-helix increases the distance between K430 and E445, thus breaking the salt-bridge.  
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Figure.6-7. MD simulation of Btk linker-kinase and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domains. 
(a) Root Mean Square deviation (RMSD) of key structural motifs in Btk linker-kinase (black) 
and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase (red) domains. (b) (c) Snapshot of Btk linker-kinase and Btk 
(R641H) linker-kinase domains showing key sequence and structural motifs, which were 
monitored throughout 550 ns simulation timescale. 
 
MD simulations, therefore, capture the shift in the conformational preference for the 
inactive state of Btk linker-kinase domain with the XLA R641H mutation. It is interesting to 
see the long-range effects of this severe disease causing mutation present in the C-lobe; 
conformational changes are transmitted all the way to the αC-helix in the N-lobe of the 
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kinase domain. MD simulations, so these simulations are shown to be a useful tool to 
investigate the effects of XLA causing mutations in the kinase domain. 
The Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF) indicates the average atomic mobility, 
for different regions of a protein reflecting often the extent of instability at a particular point 
in the structure.  RMSF is compared for different residues between Btk linker-kinase and Btk 
(R614H) linker-kinase domain over the course of the 550ns simulation (Fig. 6-8a).  In the N-
lobe (amino acids 392-476), there is an increase in the atomic mobility in β1, β2, β3 (amino 
acids 401-409, 415-420, 424-430) strand residues in Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain in
 
Figure 6-8. RMS fluctuations in Btk linker-kinase and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase 
domains simulations. (a) Root Mean Square fluctuations (RMSF) measuring the atomic 
fluctuations in Btk linker-kinase (black) and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domains. (b) The 
differences in RMSF between Btk linker-kinase and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain are 
mapped in red on the snapshot derived from Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain simulation. 
ATP is shown in sticks to indicate the active site in the Btk kinase domain. 
 
Fig. 6-8 shows the comparison with the wild-type Btk linker-kinase domain, whereas 
there are decreased atomic fluctuations within the loop connecting β3 strand to the αC-helix 
(amino acids 431-440). These differences in atomic mobility might contribute to the 
observed conformational preference of Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain in the inactive 
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state. The activation segment at the junction of the N- and C-lobes (amino acids 550-565) 
also shows differences in the RMSF in Btk linker and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domains 
(Fig. 6-8). The C-terminus of the activation segment shows greater atomic mobility in the 
Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain in comparison to the wild-type active Btk linker-kinase 
domain, while atomic fluctuations are dampened in the N-terminus of the activation segment. 
In the C-lobe, RMSF differences are seen in the loop containing the R641 residue (Fig. 6-8), 
wherein the mobility of the loop increases in the presence of histidine substitution in the 
mutant Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain in comparison to the wild-type Btk linker-kinase 
domain. R641 in the native Btk kinase domain forms a salt-bridge with another highly 
conserved residue E567, which is present on the αEF-helix. Upon histidine substitution at 
641 position, the R641-E567 salt bridge is lost and this contributes to the increased atomic 
fluctuations seen in this region in Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain.      
Residues identified from SDII analysis as co-evolving with R641. In order to 
identify compensatory mutations able to rescue Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain activity, 
we employ the SDII method to identify mutual inter-dependence between the amino acid at 
position 641 and other positions in the protein tyrosine kinase sequence alignment. The 
sequence alignment set of protein tyrosine kinases derived from Pfam database was used as 
input for SDII calculations. Inter-dependence was calculated between three variables sets 
which includes R641 and is based on their level of co-evolution correlation. A threshold was 
set for selecting amino acids for mutational studies to choose cases for the top 5% of SDII 
values. Therefore, the sets of amino acids with the highest SDII values are selected for 
further analysis, shown in Fig. 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9. The most correlated residue triplets are shown as colored spheres. PDI ID: 
1k2p (C. Mao et al., 2001). 
 
 The two highest ranking residues with high SDII dependence with R641 are E567 
and K430. R641 makes a highly conserved salt-bridge with E567 in the C-lobe. K430 is also 
a functionally important residue as it forms the salt-bridge with E445 on the C-helix in the N-
lobe. Therefore, these two residues were not selected for mutational studies. The 8 next 
highest ranking cases, which have a strong dependence on R641 are then selected for 
mutational analysis (Fig. 6-10a). The residues are mutated to the other amino acids occurring 
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at the corresponding position in the sequence alignment. The mutations were then tested 
using short 20ns all-atom MD simulations in Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain to determine 
whether they are able to rescue Btk linker-kinase domain dynamics in the presence of R641H 
mutation (Fig 6-10b). 
 
Figure 6-10. Amino acids in Btk linker-kinase domain, identified using SDII which 
shows high co-evolutionary dependence on R641. (a) Residues showing high dependence 
on R641, as found by SDII calculations are shown on Btk linker-kinase domain. (b) 20ns MD 
simulations of the selected mutations were carried out in Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain, 
to probe for their compensatory effect. RMSD of the αC-helix and K430-E445 salt-bridge 
distance is monitored to determine the conformational state of Btk (R641H) linker-kinase 
domain in the presence of the selected mutations.  
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K420R compensates for the loss of activity in the Btk (R641H) linker-kinase 
domain. All-atom MD simulations of Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domain shows that 
K420R mutation stabilizes the Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain in the active conformation, 
similar to the observed active conformation of the wild-type Btk linker-kinase domain (Fig. 
6-11). Throughout the course of a 55  ns simulation, the αC-helix stayed in its starting active 
‗C-in‘ state, which is similar to the conformational preference seen in the wild-type Btk 
linker-kinase domain. Consequently, the K430-E445 salt-bridge also stays intact throughout 
the course of the simulation.  
 
Figure. 6-11. MD simulations of Btk linker-kinase and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-
kinase domains. 
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Strikingly similar behavior in the atomic mobilities is seen between Btk linker and 
Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domain for C
α
 atoms in the N-lobe (Fig. 6-12). 
Interestingly, the RMSF is similar for beta strands β2, β3, as well as the loop connecting the 
αC-helix and beta sheet within the N-lobe in Btk linker-kinase and Btk (K420R/R641H) 
linker-kinase domains. This is in contrast to the RMSF differences seen in this region 
between active Btk linker-kinase and inactive Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain. 
 
Figure. 6-12. RMS fluctuations in Btk linker-kinase and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-
kinase domains simulations. Root Mean Square fluctuations (RMSF) measuring the atomic 
fluctuations in Btk linker-kinase (black) and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domains 
(blue). 
 
DFG-F540 samples the gauche(-) (g(-))  rotameric state in the active Btk kinase 
domain conformation. In the inactive kinase conformation, the chi1 torsion angle of F540 
changes to gauche (+) (g(+)), disassembling the R-spine (Fig.6-12). We investigate next 
whether F540 chi1 changes from the active g(+) conformation in the presence of the R641H 
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mutation; and indeed F540 chi1 changes from the active g(-) to the g(+) rotameric state, 
which is characteristic of an inactive kinase domain. This rotameric change leads to 
disassembly of the R-spine in the kinase domain. However, the F540 samples the g(-) chi1 in 
Btk kinase domain in the double mutant R641H and K420R, throughout the course of 550 ns 
MD simulation (Fig 6-13).  
 
Figure. 6-13. Rotamer sampling of F540 in Btk linker-kinase, Btk (R641H) linker-
kinase and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domains simulations. DFG-F540 rotameric 
conformation at 0 and 550 ns simulation time-points in Btk linker-kinase domain, Btk 
(R641H) linker-kinase domain, Btk (K420R) (R641H) linker-kinase domain. chi1 rotamer 
plot of DFG-F540 is monitored for 550 ns simulation timescale for Btk linker-kinase (black), 
Btk (R641H) linker-kinase (red) and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domain (blue).  
 
6.4.6. Discussion 
The most challenging aspect of discovering protein activators is the identification of 
the target site in the protein structure. It is usually approached by using high-throughput 
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screening of available chemical libraries, which are limited by the available resources. In 
silico tools can overcome the challenge. Computational approaches can be used to narrow 
down the target site on the protein to screen for activators, which can then be experimentally 
evaluated. 
The SDII approach helped us to narrow down the target sites, which were tested for 
finding compensatory activating mutations. Of the eight target sites we have probed in silico, 
only the K420R substitution in the N-lobe can rescue the dynamics activity of Btk kinase 
domain in the presence of a debilitating XLA causing R641H mutation (Fig.6-11). It is 
interesting to note, that of the 8 target sites we have probed using MD simulations, only 
K420, G423, A638 are at sites where atomic fluctuations are different between Btk linker-
kinase and Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain simulations, while the remaining five residues 
lie at sites having similar atomic fluctuations. MD simulations show that mutation of the five 
residues, whose atomic fluctuations do not differ in Btk linker-kinase and Btk (R641H) 
linker-kinase domain simulations as well as A638T and G423V substitutions do not rescue 
Btk (R641H) linker-kinase domain from transitioning to its inactive conformation. A 550 ns 
long MD simulation of Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase, however showed that the kinase 
domain is stabilized in its active conformation. RMSF comparison between Btk linker-kinase 
and Btk (K420R/R641H) linker-kinase domain showed that the atomic fluctuations are 
similar in the beta strands in the N-lobe. We hypothesize that K420R acts by restoring atomic 
fluctuations in the N-lobe in the kinase domain, which are lost in the presence of the R641H 
mutation.  The difference in RMSF in the loop present in the C-lobe where A638 is located, 
could be attributed to loss of the highly conserved R641H-E567K salt bridge with the 
corresponding fluctuations.  
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Overall, the approach we have used in this work makes use of the rich information 
stored in the sequence data, which can be harvested to study the co-dependence between 
different parts of a protein structure and to inform effectively about a protein‘s allostery. The 
observation made here in silico, needs to be combined with experimental testing to further 
evaluate the activity of the Btk kinase in the presence of the R641H and K420R mutations. 
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CHAPTER 7.    CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FURTHER WORK 
Proteins are the functional actors in the cell, and it is not possible to understand all of 
biology from genomes alone.  Despite the rapid progress in sequencing and the analysis of 
nucleic acid sequences, progress in protein sequencing and analysis has lagged. Sequence 
matching is the standard way that scientists discover the function of a new protein. BLAST is 
probably user more than 1 million times per day, and improving those results will be highly 
significant. The results presented here show that important gains can come from 
improvements to the sequence matching.  What has been done here is simple and the pair 
correlations in sequence have been decomposed into singlet terms, which amounts to 
discarding much of the correlation information itself. The gains shown here are encouraging, 
and we would like to develop a sequence matching method that retains the pair (or higher 
order) correlation information, and even higher order correlations directly, and this should be 
possible by developing the sequence matching separately for different domain structures.  
This will be much like a three-dimensional sequence matching procedure. This is clearly an 
important task to accomplish, and will be one of our highest priorities in the future. 
What has been presented here is highly innovative and opens the doors to much 
further research. The many body correlations in particular have the potential to transform the 
common perceptions in biology from pairs that are not actually so very informative to higher-
order interactions. Fully understanding cellular processes will require a large body of higher-
order correlation information such as has been initiated here for single proteins. This 
information will be critical for establishing the connections between distant parts within the 
cell as well as the connections among the individual cellular components, the genes, the RNA, 
the proteins, and all of the small molecules, to map out the complex relationships lying along 
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the pathways between the genes and the phenomes.  These complex pathways will of course 
lead to a deeper understanding of biological processes, by utilizing intricate many-body 
correlation information, which requires the collection and aggregation of massive data.  This 
data will be built from cellular images for different cellular states, together with new, yet 
unavailable methods to directly identify all components present in the images.  This will 
require extensive further developments of protein sequencing and new more reliable high-
throughput methods to identify all interacting molecules.  After this is available, we should 
then be able to account for the cellular equivalents of communication all the way across cells 
and even between cells. This resembles the effects on weather from a bird flying on the 
opposite side of the earth. 
Other matters that can be pursued are: 
1) Better identification of disease biomarkers - these are often proteins, and missing or 
erroneous functional identifications of such proteins may prevent the selection of 
reliable biomarkers. 
2) Many biologists are not able to identify all of the proteins that they in any other 
organism.  One example of this are the several proteins that Kristen Johansen studies 
in Drosophila cell division.  And many other examples exist. 
3) The use of target sequence matching against PDB sequences has traditionally been 
the best way to predict protein structures, i.e., by identifying structural homologs, and 
this is impaired by the weakness of present-day sequence matching using BLAST 
with the BLOSUM matrices. 
4) Mutagenesis to identify critical functions of individual residues is flawed because 
choosing single mutations does not account for the molecular environment.  Using 
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pairwise and higher-order preferred lists of changes that were generated here for 
selecting the mutations would improve this practice. 
5) The multiple sequence alignments in Pfam are highly flawed, and these need to be 
completely re-derived; the new substitution matrices already derived here, and those 
to be derived later, would introduce major improvements to these. 
6) Higher order correlations will be even more informative about the groups of 
substitutions of amino acids that are better (based on frequencies of occurrence) or 
worse. 
7) In evolutionary studies based upon different proteins, often these lead to different 
phylogenetic trees.  The new sequence matching will be likely to improve upon this. 
8) Mutation effects have been very difficult to comprehend, and the universal story there 
is that the effects of multiple mutations are almost never additive, which indicates the 
existence of some correlations or anti-correlations.   
9) Distinguishing between deleterious mutants that cause disease and neutral ones is a 
critically important problem. We can test the premise that neutral mutants fall in the 
more frequent range of pair mutations whereas deleterious mutations should be in the 
range of rarer changes. 
There is very little guidance from condensed matter physics about dense systems, and  
what we learn here for proteins might even be fed back into physics to improve the practice 
in that field. 
Of course studies that can improve the description of evolution are of the utmost 
importance to biology, and we believe that the present efforts will lead to major 
improvements in the understanding of this most basic process in biology. 
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APPENDIX A. PRESS-PLOT: AN ONLINE SERVER FOR PROTEIN 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
Yuanyuan Huang, Kejue Jia, Robert Jernigan, Zhijun Wu 
 
With the enormous number of protein structures already determined and deposited in 
PDB, statistical learning becomes not just a necessary but also feasible and revitalizing tool 
for structural bioinformatics: Many structural properties can now be surveyed statistically in 
the database of known protein structures. The distributions or correlations of these properties 
in the structures can be computed for structural inferences. They provide a wealth of 
information for recovering general structural properties beyond individual experimental 
outcomes. They can be based to develop computational tools for structural analysis as well as 
structural determination including structural assessment, refinement, and prediction. (Gu & 
Bourne, 2009) The atomic-level structural properties of proteins, such as the backbone 
torsion angles phi, psi, and omega, which are among the main determinants of a protein fold, 
have been well studied and understood based on either chemistry knowledge or statistical 
analysis. For example, it is well known that the allowed range of omega angle is very 
restrictive, while phi and psi angles are closely correlated to each other. The latter is a key 
indicator for the correct fold of a structure and is often demonstrated via a so-called 
Ramachandran Plot, a 2D contour map of the density distribution of the phi-psi angle pairs in 
known protein structures. The Ramachandran Plot has been widely adopted for structural 
analysis and evaluation, with its 2D contour map used as a reference for the correct formation 
of the phi-psi angle pairs in the structure. (Ramachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968) 
Structural properties similar to those at atomic level can also be found at residue level 
such as the distances between two neighboring residues (called virtual bonds); the angles 
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formed by three residues in sequence (called virtual bond angles); and the torsion angles of 
four residues in sequence (called virtual torsion angles) (see Fig. 1). They can be as 
important as those at the atomic level for structural analysis and evaluation, especially when 
reduced models for proteins are considered with residues used as basic units (Kolinski & 
Skolnick, 2004; Roman A Laskowski et al., 1993). Due to the difficulty of measuring the 
residue distances and angles, either experimentally or theoretically, a statistical approach to 
the study of these properties becomes crucial and necessary. Much work has been done along 
this line in the past (Kuszewski et al., 1996; Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1985; Sippl, 1990; Wu et 
al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007). In particular, Huang et al (Yuanyuan Huang et al., 2011) have 
conducted a detailed survey on residue-level protein structural properties using a large set of 
known protein structures in PDB. An R package called PRESS (Y. Huang et al., 2012) is 
released for the access to the structural properties calculated and to the structural analysis 
tools developed. Among the analysis tools developed is a set of so-called residue-level virtual 
angle correlation plots, with a similar nature of Ramachandran Plot for atomic-level angle 
correlations. These residue-level angle correlation plots contain 2D contour maps of density 
distributions of certain virtual bond angle and torsion angle pairs in the surveyed structures. 
They can be used to analyze and evaluate any given protein structures, either experimentally 
determined or theoretically predicted, with the 2D contour maps used as references for the 
correct formation of the virtual angle pairs in the structures. These angle correlation plots 
provide a unique and valuable set of tools for residue-level structural analysis and assessment 
and are expected to have a useful impact in current protein modeling practices. 
Following Huang et al (Yuanyuan Huang et al., 2011; Y. Huang et al., 2012), this 
work is to develop a web-server called PRESS-PLOT for easy access and display of the 
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virtual angle correlation plots in PRESS, especially for easy online access for WWW (World 
Wide Web) users. A structure to be analyzed and evaluated can be submitted to the server by 
either giving its structural ID in PDB or uploading its structural file in the PDB format. The 
residue-level virtual bond angles and torsion angles of the structure are then computed. The 
neighboring virtual bond angle and torsion angle pairs are displayed as scattered points in a 
2D graph and compared against the 2D contour map of the density distribution of such angle 
pairs in known protein structures, as given in the background of the 2D graph.  
The virtual angle pairs that can be analyzed and evaluated include alpha-tau and tau-
beta angle pairs as they appear in either general structures or specific secondary structures 
such as alpha-helices, beta-sheets, or their turns. As a justification of PRESS-PLOT, more 
than 1000 obsoleted structures (with lower resolutions) in PDB are evaluated using PRESS-
PLOT and compared with their current superseded versions (with higher resolutions). The 
results show that PRESS-PLOT distinguishes high-quality structures (the current ones) from 
low-quality structures (the obsoleted ones) clearly in its angle correlation plots.  
The PRESS-PLOT server is implemented using PHP5 framework with AJAX 
technique, which is supported by most of the web browser applications. The server is tested 
on both Windows and Linux platforms. User input validations and limits are also included 
for security consideration. 
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Figure. A1. Residue-level virtual angles. Assume that four residues in sequence are located 
at x1; x2; x3; x4. Then, the distances between the neighboring residues are called virtual 
bonds; the angles formed by three connected residues such as alpha and beta are called 
virtual bond angles; and the dihedral angles formed by four connected residues such as tau 
are called virtual torsion angles. 
 
Implementation 
PRESS-PLOT is derived from PRESS structural data and functions for structural 
analysis and evaluation using residue-level virtual angle correlation plots (Fig. A1). Different 
from PRESS, PRESS-PLOT is focused on structural assessment. It has a web interface for 
online access. It also evaluates the virtual angle correlations for specific as well as general 
secondary structures. The development of PRESS-PLOT is motivated by the successful 
application of residue-level virtual angle correlation plots to structural assessment and 
justified by extensive tests on a large set of current vs. obsolete structures in PDB. 
Structural Data 
As in PRESS, a total of 1052 X-ray crystallography structures are downloaded from 
PDB, with resolution ≤ 1.5 angstrom, sequence similarity ≤ 30%, and only single chains. The 
angle sequences for all four residue sequences in the structures are calculated and stored in a 
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database named ATA-database. Each record in the database contains the following 
information: 
 ID R1; S1 R2; S2 R3; S3 R4; S4 alpha,beta,tau,SS 
where ID is the structural ID in PDB, Rj is the type of the jth residue in the sequence, Sj is 
the secondary structure type of Rj , alpha, tau , beta are the corresponding virtual bond and 
torsion angles, and SS is the type of the secondary structure of the whole residue sequence. 
The last item is determined by the following rules: A four residue sequence R1-R2-R3-R4 is 
considered to be in 
1. alpha-helix: if R1, R2, R3, R4 are in alpha-helix 
2. head of alpha-helix: if R2, R3, R4 are in alpha-helix 
3. tail of alpha-helix: if R1, R2, R3 are in alpha-helix 
4. beta-sheet: if R1, R2, R3, R4 are in beta-sheet 
5. head of beta -sheet: if R2, R3, R4 are in beta -sheet 
6. tail of beta -sheet: if R1, R2, R3 are in beta -sheet 
where the secondary structure type of each residue is identified by using the program DSSP. 
With the identification of the secondary structure type, PRESS PLOT is capable of 
evaluating the virtual angle correlations when they are in specific types of secondary 
structure types of the angle pairs. 
Calculation of virtual angles 
The virtual bond angles and torsion angles are calculated using standard 
trigonometric relations, given the position of the backbone C  of each residue is used to 
represent the position of the residue. 
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Let R1, R2, R3 be a sequence of three residues located at positions x1, x2, x3 (see 
Fig1). Let 
2 1u xx   , 3 2v xx  . Then, 
2 2 2
2 cosu v vv u u     
Where · is the Euclidean norm, and   is the virtual bond angle of this sequence. 
Let R1,R2,R3,R4 be a sequence of four residues located at position x1, x2,x3,x4 (See 
Fig1). Let 2 1u xx   , 3 2v xx  , 4 3w xx  . Then, 
2 2 2 2
2 cos 2 cos 2 cosu v w uu v u wv v ww          
Where sincos cossin cos cos        and , ,    are the virtual bond and torsion 
angles of this sequence. 
All alpha-tau and tau-beta angle pairs in the downloaded structures are collected from 
ATA-database. Let [0, 180] be divided into 90 small bins for alpha. Let [0, 360] degree be 
divided into 180 small bins for tau. Multiply the two intervals to form a 2D subspace [0, 180] 
x [0, 360]. The 2D subspace then consists of 90 x 180 squares. The density of the alpha-tau 
angle pair in any of these squares is defined as the number of the alpha-tau angle pairs in that 
square divided by the total number of alpha-tau angle pairs collected. The density distribution 
of the tau-beta angle pairs is calculated in a similar way. The calculations are also similar for 
the density distributions of these angle pairs when they are in certain types of secondary 
structures. All the above calculations are carried out in R. With BIO3D (Grant et al., 2006) as 
a library. 
Plot of density maps 
The 2D countour maps of the density distributions of alpha-tau and tau-beta angle 
pairs are ploted in 2D alpha-tau and tau-beta planes, respectively. The maps are displayed in 
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a special graphical form similar to that for the Ramachandran Plot: Each map has three 
different density regions, with high 50%, 75%, and 90% of density, called most favored, 
favored, and allowed regions, and plotted in dark, less dark, and light colors, respectively. 
The region with lower 10% density is called disallowed region and colored in white (see Fig. 
2). The maps for the distributions in certain secondary structure conditions are plotted 
similarly, with the density percentages adjusted slightly for those different density regions. 
Web interface 
PRESS-PLOT is a web-based integrated online service dedicated to protein structural 
assessment. It helps the user to visualize the quality of a given structure in terms of its 
residue-level virtual angle correlations. PRESS-PLOT integrates web pages and server-side 
programs in a one-step query workbench, making it easy to submit queries and acquire 
results. It allows the user to assess a structure and display all the plots from any devices with 
internet connection without the need of downloading and installing any large software and 
complicated library dependencies. The service can be accessed anonymously without 
registering or providing any personal information. Each user will be assigned a query session 
so that multiple requests can be handled in parallel and independently. The query results can 
also be downloaded in different formats for future use. 
PRESS-PLOT can be broken down into two major components: front-end dynamic 
web pages and back-end computing components (Fig.A3). The front-end web pages are 
designed in MVC (Model, View, and Control) pattern, which provides a high refactoring 
ability and is also simple for maintenance. The result generated by PRESS-PLOT is graphic-
based data. It is important that any result is presented to the user immediately. For a faster 
query response, AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technique is adopted on the web 
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pages. It allows the web pages to update the result without refreshing all the elements on the 
pages. The back-end computing components are composed of two sub-units, query handling 
unit and computing unit. The query handling unit is responsible for pre-processing and 
transferring user queries to computing unit. After the results are generated, it also renders the 
results and outputs plots onto the web pages. The query handling unit is implemented in PHP, 
one of the most popular and widely supported scripting languages. The computing unit 
implements the core computing functions. It accepts the query information from the query 
handling unit, computes the virtual angle data for the input structure, and generates the final 
graphical results. It is implemented in R, an open source environment for statistical 
computing. 
 
Figure. A2. Virtual angle correlation plots. The alpha-tau and tau-beta angle correlation 
plots for structure 1GBP, where there are three different density regions: most favored, 
favored, and allowed, corresponding to high 50%, 75%, and 90% of alpha-tau and tau-beta 
density, respectively. The rest of the area is called disallowed region, with lower 10% of 
density. 
 
Results 
PRESS-PLOT is developed to provide an online server for structural assessment 
using the PRESS virtual angle correlation plots. In addition, it further extends the PRESS 
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angle correlation plots to angle pairs in specific secondary structures, which can be more 
accurate for specific structural types and practical for more detailed structural analysis. 
PRESS-PLOT is tested on a large set of structures in PDB, showing that higher-resolution 
structures in general have better evaluations in PRESS-PLOT angle correlation plots. 
Display functions 
A structure to be evaluated can be submitted to PRESS-PLOT by either providing the 
PDB ID of the structure or uploading the structural file in the PDB format. The structure is 
then evaluated for their alpha-tau and tau-beta angle correlations. Total 7 groups of 
evaluation results, in both graphics and text forms, are generated. The first group of results is 
displayed in the window as default. The remaining groups are listed as small icons in the 
bottom of the window and can be selected to show in the window. Each plot shows the 
corresponding type of angle pairs in the given structure as scattered points in the 
corresponding density map. The percentages of the points in different density regions are 
summarized in the graph. Fig. A2 shows the general alpha-tau and tau-beta correlation plots 
for a structure 1GBP. Examples for plots for specific secondary structures can be found at the 
server page.  
In the first group of plots, all alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs of the given structure are 
calculated and ploted as scattered points in the alpha-tau (tau-beta) plane. The background of 
the alpha-tau (tau-beta) plane is the contour map of the density distribution of the alpha-tau  
(tau-beta) angle pairs in general structures that include all types of secondary structures. If 
the percentages of the alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs of the given structure in most favored,  
favored, and  allowed regions are around or above 50%, 75%, and 90%, respectively, the 
structure is considered to be well formed in terms of alpha-tau  (tau-beta) angle correlations. 
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In the second group of plots, all alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs in alpha-helices of 
the given structure are calculated and plotted as scattered points in the alpha-tau (tau-beta) 
plane. The background of the alpha-tau (tau-beta) plane is the contour map of the density 
distribution of the alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs in alpha-helices. Likewise, in the third 
group of plots, all alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs in beta-sheets of the given structure are 
calculated and plotted as scattered points in the alpha-tau (tau-beta) plane. The background of 
the alpha-tau (tau-beta) plane is the contour map of the density distribution of the alpha-tau 
(tau-beta) angle pairs in beta-sheets. The remaining groups of plots are generated similarly 
for alpha-tau (tau-beta) angle pairs in heads or tails of alpha-helices or beta-sheets. 
Testings 
PRESS-PLOT is applied to evaluating a large set of obsoleted structures in PDB. The 
results are compared with those for the current superseded structures. Up to early 2012, there 
are total 1,654 obsoleted protein structures superseded by their succesors according to a 
report from PDB (REF PDB2012). For each pair of obsoleted and replaced structures, the 
percentages of the virtual angle pairs in most favored, favored, and allowed regions of the 
virtual angle correlation plots are examined. The average percentages for the structural pairs 
with RMSD values in between 0 and 1, 1 and 3, 3 and 5, and beyond 5 are calculated and 
summarized in Table 1 and 2. The structural pairs for which the RMSD values cannot be 
computed due to various reasons are considered as a separate group. 
Table A1 and A2 show the average percentages of alpha-tau and tau-beta angle pairs 
in general secondary structures, respectively. The structures are grouped according to the 
RMSD values of the obsolete vs. superseded structural pairs. For each group of structures, 
the average percentages of their alpha-tau angle pairs in different density regions in the 
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alpha-tau correlation plots are summarized. These results show that the current structures 
with higher resolutions than their previous ones all have, in average, higher percentages of 
virtual angle pairs in the high-density regions of virtual angle correlation plots, which implies 
that PRESS-PLOT can distinguish low quality structures from high quality ones very well. In 
particular, for the structure pairs with RMSD values in between 1 and 3, the differences in 
these percentages between the superseded and obsoleted ones are the most notable. A simple 
explanation is that if two structures are very similar (with RMSD < 1), their virtual angle 
correlations are certainly expected to be about the same, and therefore, their PRESS-PLOT 
evaluations would be similar. On the other hand, if two structures are very different (with 
RMSD > 3), they may differ in their tertiary structures but still have similar secondary 
structures and hence similar local structures. The latter would keep the virtual angle 
correlations of the two structures similar. 
Table A1. Assessments of alpha-tau correlation plots on PDB structures. The structures 
are grouped according to the RMSD values of the obsolete vs. superseded structural pairs. 
For each group of structures, the average percentages of their alpha-tau angle pairs in 
different density regions in the alpha-tau correlation plots are summarized. 
 
 
To sum up, PRESS-PLOT clearly makes the structures with high resolution stand out 
from their superseded and obsoleted predecessors, and also from the low resolution structures. 
PRESS-PLOT is proven to be effective for secondary structure assessment, since the virtual 
angle correlations are short-range restrictions (within four connected residues) and relate 
directly to the correct fold of the secondary structures. 
 
  
1
2
3
 
 
Figure A3. PRESS-PLOT can be broken down into two parts: The front end and the back end. The front end takes the user's 
input structure and passes it to the query handling unit of the back end. The latter carries out preprocessing and directs the structure to 
the computing unit of the back end for required calculation and plot generation. The query handling unit takes the final results from 
the computing unit and renders them to the front end for display. 
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In addition, we have also calculated, for all the structures, their average percentages of 
alpha-tau and tau-beta angle pairs in different density regions of the angle correlation plots in 
different secondary structures, including alpha-helices, beta-sheets, heads and tails of alpha-
helices and beta-sheets. In a similar fashion, we have also compared these average percentages 
for all obsoleted and superseded structural pairs. All the results (not shown) are consistent with 
the above results on general secondary structures. 
Table A2. The structures are grouped according to the RMSD values of the obsolete vs. 
superceded structural pairs. For each group of structures, the average percentages of their tau-
beta angle pairs in different density regions in the tau-beta correlation plots are summarized. 
 
 
Discussion 
Atomic-level structural analysis tools such as the Ramachandran Plot have been used 
successfully for protein structural analysis and evaluation. Residue-level structural properties are 
as important as those at atomic level for protein modeling but are more difficult to measure. 
PRESS-PLOT has provided an extremely valuable set of tools to analyze and evaluate protein 
structures based on their residue-level virtual angle correlations. The effectiveness of the tools is 
clearly demonstrated in their ability to distinguish the low resolution obsoleted structures from 
their superseded high-resolution counter parts.  
PRESS-PLOT is derived from the PRESS angle-based structural assessment function, but 
it has more detailed analysis on the angle correlations: It examines the virtual angle pairs in 
specific secondary part of the structure as well as the whole structure, extending the correlation 
plots from original two to fourteen. PRESS-PLOT utilizes various advanced web technologies 
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and makes it possible for the users to get access to the PRESS-PLOT structural evaluation tools 
easily from anywhere on the internet, with zero software installation or command typing efforts. 
The users can submit their structures and obtain the PRESS-PLOT evaluations immediately in 
both graphics and text forms.  
PRESS-PLOT is the most effective for secondary structure assessment, because the 
virtual angle correlations are short-range restrictions (within four connected residues) and relate 
directly to the correct fold of the secondary structures. If there are two structures with the same 
secondary structural components, but different tertiary orders, their PRESS-PLOT evaluations 
would be about the same, because their local virtual angle correlations would remain the same. 
Tools for tertiary structural assessment may be developed by combining certain long range 
constraints such as residue contact potentials. 
The current implementation of PRESS-PLOT is based on the survey on a large set of X-ray 
structures in PDB, and therefore, applies to general structures, with X-ray structures as 
references. The implementation based on a special type of structures, such as the structures of a 
special protein family or the structures determined by NMR, could be interesting and particularly 
effective for the structures of that type.  
The residue-level virtual angle correlations are not as restrictive as those at the atomic 
level such as the phi-psi angle correlations in Ramachandran Plot. For both atomic and residue-
level accuracies, one may use Ramachandran Plot as well as PRESS-PLOT as a pair of 
complementary assessment tools. After all, the PRESS-PLOT assessment is statistically based. 
The results need to be examined with caution: There could be exceptions: some angle pairs in 
most favored regions may not be really favored in a particular structure; some in disallowed 
regions may be just due to a special arrangement in that structure. 
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APPENDIX B. KNOWLEDGE-BASED ENTROPIES FROM AMINO-ACID CONTACT 
CHANGES IMPROVE DISCRIMINATION OF NATIVE PROTEIN STRUCTURES 
FROM DECOYS 
Kannan Sankar, Kejue Jia, and Robert L. Jernigan 
 
INTRODUCTION 
With recent advances in next generation sequencing technologies, protein sequence data 
has been growing at an exponential rate (Daniels et al., 2013) which is unlikely to be caught up 
by structure determination studies (Levitt, 2007) in the near future. A recent study showed that 
the current growth rate of the protein data bank (PDB) is not sufficient to even solve the protein 
structure prediction problem using template based modeling (Brylinski, 2015). However 
knowledge of the 3D native structure of a protein is integral to understanding its dynamics and 
function. Hence improvement in computational approaches to protein structure prediction, 
especially template-free methods are highly essential. Computational methods of structure 
prediction yield several possible models (decoys) leaving the user with the challenging task of 
determining which of the models is closest to the native structure. Since the folding of a protein 
into its native structure is dictated by its free energy landscape (Anfinsen, 1973), the 
development of accurate free energy functions has been an active area of research for identifying 
native structures. The free energy    of a protein structure can be represented as      
   –     , where    and    represent the energetic (enthalpic) and entropic components 
respectively. In the conventional protein funnel hypothesis of protein folding, the energies and 
entropies are captured by the depth and width of the well respectively (C. L. Brooks et al., 1998). 
Both the energetic and entropic components are combinations of several opposing contributions 
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and hence accurate prediction of free energies is limited by the ability to predict all these 
contributions. 
The energetic contribution to free energy of proteins is usually captured by potential 
functions, either physics-based or knowledge-based. Physics-based potential functions such as 
CHARMM (B. R. Brooks et al., 1983) and AMBER (Cornell et al., 1995) are derived from first 
principles and address atomic level details of protein structure including changes in bond lengths, 
bond angles, torsion angles, etc. While these functions have been widely used in protein structure 
refinement (Jagielska, Wroblewska, & Skolnick, 2008; J. Zhang, Liang, & Zhang, 2011) and 
sampling using molecular dynamics simulations (M. R. Lee et al., 2001), they have been shown 
to not necessarily provide significant gains in structure prediction (Chen & Brooks III, 2007). On 
the other hand, knowledge based or statistical potentials are extracted from observed frequencies 
of amino acid contacts (hence the term contact potentials) in sets of known protein structures 
based on the assumption that the native structure is located at the global free energy minimum of 
the landscape. 
Pioneered by Tanaka and Scheraga (Tanaka & Scheraga, 1976), statistical two-body 
contact potentials were developed extensively by Miyazawa and Jernigan (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 
1985, 1996), Sippl (Sippl, 1990) and several others. A summary and comparison of various two 
body potentials can be found in our recent paper (Pokarowski et al., 2005). However, since two-
body potentials are not sufficient to capture the dense packing and cooperative nature of various 
interactions in proteins (Betancourt & Thirumalai, 1999; Czaplewski et al., 2003; Czaplewski et 
al., 2000); three-body (Munson & Singh, 1997) and four-body potentials (Krishnamoorthy & 
Tropsha, 2003) have been developed to improve structure prediction. These potentials have also 
been tested in multiple Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) competitions 
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(Moult, 2005) and shown to be superior to most other types of potentials. They have been used 
widely for a variety of applications including protein-protein docking (Ritchie, 2008; Vajda & 
Kozakov, 2009; Vakser & Kundrotas, 2008), tertiary structure prediction (Kihara et al., 2009; 
Andriy Kryshtafovych & Krzysztof Fidelis, 2009) and protein design . 
We have previously developed a four-body potential (Feng et al., 2007) which captures 
not only the sequence dependence but also the differences between solvent exposed and buried 
regions of proteins. We have also extended this to a non-sequential version (Yaping Feng et al., 
2010) which also captures the long-range interactions and their cooperative nature. We have 
further developed an optimized potential function (Gniewek et al., 2011) that combines these two 
long range potentials with previously developed short-range potentials (Bahar et al., 1997); 
which was shown to perform better than the individual terms at discriminating native structures 
from decoys.  
In-spite of the remarkable advances in predicting energies, predicting the entropies of 
protein structures has remained largely elusive (Meirovitch, 2007). Predicting entropies of 
proteins is crucial not only in protein folding (Makhatadze & Privalov, 1996) but also in 
assessing the energetics of conformational changes involved in ligand binding, activity 
regulation and protein-protein interactions (Brady & Sharp, 1997; Tzeng & Kalodimos, 2012). 
Predicting entropies of protein structures involves dissection of conformational changes of 
backbone and side chains (conformational entropy), loss of entropy of solvent (solvent entropy) 
as well as changes in freedom of binding partners (association entropy) (Brady & Sharp, 1997). 
Motions of backbone and side-chain atoms estimated from protein NMR relaxation experiments 
can provide measures of conformational entropies which correlate with protein stability, ligand 
binding, cooperativity or enzyme catalysis (Stone, 2001; Wand, 2013). However the majority of 
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approaches to estimating conformational entropies of proteins have been computational due to 
difficulties in measuring entropies directly from experiments.  
The earliest approaches to conformational entropy estimation used molecular dynamics 
or Monte-Carlo simulations to sample possible conformations followed by various approaches 
such as the local states method (Meirovitch et al., 1994), quasi-harmonic method which (Karplus 
& Kushick, 1981; Levy et al., 1984) or its generalizations (Di Nola et al., 1984; Edholm & 
Berendsen, 1984) and hypothetical scanning (Cheluvaraja & Meirovitch, 2005). Wang and 
Brüschweiler have computed entropy estimates based on principal component analysis of the 
covariance matrix of dihedral angles obtained from an MD trajectory (Li et al., 2007; Wang & 
Brüschweiler, 2006). Other studies focused on evaluating the different conformations accessible 
to the side chains (K. H. Lee et al., 1994) and comparing the number of side-chain rotameric 
states accessible to the folded and unfolded state (Creamer & Rose, 1992; Doig & Sternberg, 
1995; DuBay & Geissler, 2009; Pickett & Sternberg, 1993). A more detailed review on various 
methods of entropy estimation can be found in ref (Meirovitch, 2007). Recently, we have also 
shown that by combining our optimized potential function with  entropy measures obtained from 
coarse-grained elastic network models (Zimmermann et al., 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2012), an 
improvement can achieved especially in discriminating native protein-protein complexes from 
docked poses. 
In this work, we develop a novel local conformational entropy function for proteins in a 
manner analogous to knowledge based potential extraction. Similar to how the frequencies of 
contacts between amino acids in a diverse set of proteins can inform about the relative energies 
of interactions, we hypothesize that the frequencies of contact changes between amino acids can 
provide information about relative entropies of amino acid interactions. In other words, contact 
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changes between amino acid residues can be used to obtain measures of local flexibilities in 
protein structures. This is made possible by the availability of multiple structures (conformations) 
of the same protein in the protein data bank (PDB). 
We first show how information on frequency of contact changes between pairs of amino 
acids is obtained and used to develop a 20   20 contact change matrix. Then a procedure is 
introduced to calculate local entropies for proteins using these matrices and combine them with 
potential functions to generate a family of knowledge based free energy functions (KBFs) which 
are optimized to discriminate native structures of proteins from decoys based on various criteria. 
We also compare the performance of the newly developed KBFs with several other two-body 
potentials as well as three all-atom statistical potentials as a reference. The novel KBFs perform 
better than all other statistical potentials in 9 out of 12 criteria used to assess the performance of 
the free energy functions.  
RESULTS 
Pattern of amino acid contact changes during conformational switching in proteins.  
The determination of the 3D structure of the same protein by multiple methods and 
groups (under different conditions, in the presence of diverse ligands, etc.) has resulted in a 
repertoire of structures for several proteins. Principal component analysis of sets of structures of 
homologous proteins from the PDB usually reveals remarkable redundancy and separates the 
structures into a few distinct clusters. Such analyses suggest the existence of limited 
conformational states for most proteins. In some cases, the conformational changes are local and 
small (< 2 Å) whereas in others it can be as large as at the domain or subunit level (as large as 
tens of angstroms). Being able to predict and understand these multiple conformations can often 
shed light on the structure-dynamics-function relationship.  
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Protein conformational changes are accompanied by changes in internal distances 
between several residues. As different parts of the protein move relative to each other, the amino 
acid contacts at those regions change. It remains to be understood whether there are any patterns 
in the amino acid contact changes between alternate conformations of proteins. Understanding 
such patterns can be extremely useful to predict which contacts are likely to break or form in one 
conformation and predict alternate conformations of the protein. In addition, such information 
can also provide an idea about the local flexibility (entropy) within different regions of the 
protein. 
In order to investigate whether there are patterns in the nature of contact changes between 
amino residues in proteins, we have used pairs of alternate conformations of proteins from the 
database of molecular movements (MolMovDB) (Echols et al., 2003; Flores et al., 2006). From 
this database, we have previously compiled a dataset of 170 proteins (Yang, Song, & Jernigan, 
2007) for which at least two alternate structures are available, e.g. an open and a closed form. 
The same pairs of structures (excluding three which had only C
α
 atoms resolved in the structure) 
have been used in this work to extract amino acid contact changes. A list of the 167 structure 
pairs used in this analysis is provided in Supplementary Table S1. These alternative forms of a 
protein can be considered as snapshots at the two ends of a conformational change taking place 
in each protein.  
A schematic summary of the methodology used to extract contact change information 
between amino acid pairs is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. Residue level contact maps are 
constructed for the two forms of each protein using the criteria that two residues in a structure 
are considered to interact if any heavy atom of one residue is within 4.5 Å of any heavy atom of 
the other. Following this, amino acid contacts of each type which are unique to each form are 
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summed up and normalized by the total number (both unique and non-unique) of observed 
contacts. This gives the fraction of contact changes for every pair of amino acids, summarized in 
the form of a 20   20 matrix in Supplementary Table S2 as well as the heatmap in 
Supplementary Fig. S2. In order to account for the differences in frequencies of the individual 
amino acids within the dataset, we further normalize this matrix as a ratio of observed to 
expected probabilities (details in Methods), which gives the normalized contact change (  ) 
matrix in Supplementary Table S3 and shown as the heatmap in Fig 1. 
Interestingly, the contact change (  ) matrix separates the amino acids roughly into a 
hydrophobic and a polar cluster with a few exceptions. It is clearly evident that the amino acid 
contact changes follow a distinct pattern with charged residues showing the largest fraction of 
contact changes followed by polar residues, with hydrophobic residues showing least fraction of 
contact changes. This separation becomes even clearer when the contact change matrix is 
calculated by grouping the amino acids into four classes (Fig. 2): acidic (D and E), basic (H, K 
and R), polar (C, N, Q, S, T and Y) and hydrophobic (A, M, L, G, W, F, P, I and V). Notable 
outliers include Gly, Pro, His and Cys. As observed in most two-body potential matrices, Gly 
and Pro tend to cluster with polar amino acids. Cys-Cys contacts constitute a unique type since 
most of them are probably covalent disulphide links. His is also commonly located in cores of 
proteins owing to its role in the active sites of enzymes. 
Another striking feature of Fig. 2 (also evident from Fig. 1) is the clear distinction 
between charged residues: same charge interactions (e.g. D-E or K-R) are broken the more 
frequently than opposite charge interactions (e.g. D-R), which makes sense given the attractive 
nature of the latter. The observation that the least number of contact changes are observed 
between hydrophobic residues supports the hypothesis that most of these residues are found in 
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the hydrophobic core of proteins which plays an important role in stabilizing the 3D structure. 
Polar residues are likely to be found in outer regions, mostly solvent exposed, increasing their 
likelihood of being involved in conformational changes. 
Correlation between contact change patterns and nature of amino acids 
In order to understand how the CC matrix could be further interpreted at the individual 
amino acid level, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) of the CC matrix. PCA is 
a multivariate statistical analysis technique which is often used to understand the most important 
variations present in the data. Each row of the CC matrix can be considered as vector of size 20 
indicating the pattern of contact changes with each of the 20 amino acids (variables). PCA of the 
matrix decomposes the original matrix into mutually independent, orthogonal variables 
(eigenvectors). The eigenvectors are arranged in decreasing order of the eigenvalues (variance 
captured). The first PC captures 43.8% of variance in the matrix, and the subsequent PCs capture 
much less variance as shown in Supplementary Fig. S3 (PC2, PC3 and PC4 capture 7.7%, 6.8% 
and 5.7% of the variance respectively).  
Each eigenvector of the CC matrix represents a fundamental feature of the contact change 
pattern and the coefficients of each PC eigenvector for each of the 20 amino acids (shown in 
Supplementary Fig. S4) measure the contribution of each individual amino acids to the 
corresponding feature. We compute the correlation between these eigenvectors (fundamental 
features) and various properties of each of the 20 amino acids (such as the hydrophobicity index, 
average solvent accessible surface areas of each amino acid in proteins, volume etc.). The 
Pearson correlation coefficients are summarized in the form of a heatmap shown in Fig 3. 
Interestingly, the first PC shows maximum correlations with the size (mass and volume), 
hydrophobicity indices and fraction of total surface area of each amino acid which is exposed to 
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solvent. This reinforces our conclusions from Fig. 2 that polar amino acids show relatively larger 
contact changes than hydrophobic amino acids. The second PC shows very high correlation with 
the charge of amino acids, implying that it highlights the different behaviors of positively and 
negatively charged amino acids with respect to contact changes.  
Liu and Bahar (Liu & Bahar, 2012) analyzed the mobility of the different amino acid 
residues across a diverse set of 76 enzymes based on residue fluctuations from elastic network 
models. Interestingly, they also observed a similar trend where polar/charged and small amino 
acids exhibited larger mobility when compared to hydrophobic/aromatic residues. 
Knowledge based entropy functions  
The frequency of observed contacts between amino acids in large sets of known protein 
structures have been used to formulate knowledge-based potential functions. These potential 
functions have been shown to be extremely useful in discriminating native structures of proteins 
from decoys in several CASP experiments. However, one of the drawbacks of these potential 
functions is that they do not capture the effect of entropy in protein structures. In this work, we 
show for the first time how the above discussed information on amino acid contact changes in a 
large set of proteins can be used to obtain knowledge based entropy functions.  
Since the CC matrix contains information about the propensity of contact changes 
between every pair of amino acids, it directly provides information about the tendency of internal 
distance changes between residues in proteins. In other words, this gives an estimate of the local 
two-body conformational entropies in proteins. Given the structure of a protein, summing up the 
CC matrix values for all contacts in the structure (see details in Methods) gives an idea about the 
overall local flexibility of the protein. We refer to this as the contact change based knowledge-
based entropy (KBS) of a structure. 
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Knowledge based free energy functions (KBFs) for protein native structure recognition 
The CASP experiments are one of the most popular avenues for testing of free energy 
functions for proteins. In CASPs, the participants are required to model the structures of several 
target proteins (the structures of which are not known yet) and the performance various free 
functions can be assessed by multiple metrics. An optimal free energy function will always be 
able to correctly identify the native structure of a protein from a set of decoys (models) of the 
same protein. However, in most real life situations, the native structures of proteins may not be 
known. Hence in such cases, we hope an ideal free energy function to rank decoys which are 
closer to the native structure better (or lower in free energy) than those which are farther from 
the native structure. Similarity with native structure is often assessed in terms of RMSD from 
native structure or TM-score (Xu & Zhang, 2010; Y. Zhang & Skolnick, 2004) with native 
structure. It is logical to expect free energy predictions for the decoys to be highly correlated to 
RMSD from native structure. Another metric is the Z-score of native structure (or the best decoy) 
which measures the separation of the native structure (lowest energy decoy) from the average 
energy of decoys. One expects the native (or the best decoy) to have a significantly lower energy 
than other decoys. 
We have previously shown that our four-body contact potentials are superior to two-body 
potentials in discriminating native structures of proteins from decoys (Gniewek et al., 2011). We 
have also combined our four-body potentials with short-range potentials to obtain an optimized 
potential function that outperforms the individual four-body terms as well as short range terms in 
discriminating native structures from decoys. Further, we have also proposed that combining this 
optimized potential with entropies obtained from ENMs can further improve their selective 
power (Zimmermann et al., 2012). In this work, we develop a novel family of knowledge based 
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free energy functions (KBFs) that gives significant improvements when compared to all other 
coarse-grained knowledge based potential functions at recognizing native structures of proteins. 
From the CASP11 experiment, we used a dataset of 105 target proteins and decoys 
(submissions from each participant) to train our novel KBFs (list of targets is provided in 
Supplementary Table S2). The KBFs are a family of six free energy functions which have been 
optimized to perform different tasks: (a) to maximize Pearson‘s correlation with RMSD from 
native structure, (b) to maximize Spearman‘s correlation with RMSD from native structure, (c) 
to maximize Kendall‘s rank correlation coefficient with RMSD from native structure, (d) to 
minimize RMSD of best decoy with native structure, (e) to maximize Z-score of best decoy  and 
(f) to minimize the rank of native structure with respect to decoys. 
Each KBF function is formulated as a linear combination of the sequential four-body 
potential term (   ), non-sequential four-body potential term (   ), the short-range potential term 
(   ) and the contact-based entropy term (   ) as follows:  
 
where the weights for each term (   ,   ,    and    ) are optimized to satisfy each of the six 
conditions above, resulting in six different free energy functions. The optimization is performed 
using particle swarm optimization in a manner similar to that performed in our previous work 
(32) and has been explained in the Methods section. It is to be noted that we used two versions of 
the contact matrix to compute the entropy term (the fractional CC matrix in Supplementary Table 
S3 and the normalized CC matrix in Supplementary Table S4) and accordingly 12 different     
functions are generated. The optimal weights of the coefficients for each of the 12 KBF functions 
are shown in Supplementary Table S5. An interesting feature of almost all of the KBFs is the 
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weight of the entropy term, which is much higher than any of the other terms, implying that the 
contact change based entropy is the most important term in our free energy formulation. This 
also underlines the importance of efficiently predicting entropies to the development of free 
energy functions for proteins. 
Table 1 shows the performance of our new family of free energy functions in comparison 
to 24 other two body potentials and three all-atom statistical potential functions on an 
independent previously published test dataset (Rykunov & Fiser, 2010). This dataset contains 
representative decoys extracted by structural clustering from the set of all the submissions for 
143 selected protein targets from CASP5-8. We have performed all analysis on a processed 
version of this dataset used in (J. Zhang & Zhang, 2010) provided by the Zhang lab on their 
website. The performance of each method was assessed using 12 different criteria shown in 
Supplementary Table S6. 
At least one of our novel KBF functions outperforms all other compared potential 
functions in 9 out of 12 performance metrics. The KBF function (using fractional contact change 
matrix based entropy) optimized to maximize Pearson‘s correlation with RMSD from native 
structure yielded the highest Pearson correlation ( .59), Spearman‘s rank correlation ( .63) and 
Kendall‘s rank correlation ( .48) coefficients with RMSD from native structure for the entire test 
dataset. The three KBF functions (using normalized contact change matrix based entropy) 
optimized to maximize Pearson‘s, Spearman‘s and Kendall‘s correlation coefficients with 
RMSD from native structure yielded the highest negative Pearson correlation (-0.63), 
Spearman‘s rank correlation (-0.65) and Kendall‘s rank correlation (-0.52) with TM-score with 
native structure for the entire test dataset. 
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Most importantly, our novel method correctly identifies the highest number of native 
structures for any of the coarse-grained statistical potential functions. The KBF function 
optimized to maximize the Spearman‘s rank correlation coefficient with RMSD from native 
structure (using the fractional contact change matrix based entropy term) assigned lowest free 
energy to the native structure for 97 out of 143 (~68%) cases, which is almost comparable to the 
performance achieved by the all-atom statistical potentials (100 for dDFIRE, 103 for RW and 
110 for RWPlus). In addition, our KBF function achieves the highest average Z-score of native (-
1.92) from among all the functions, including the three the all-atom potentials. 
Interestingly the three metrics in which our KBF functions did not perform the best are 
the RMSD, Z-score and TM-score of best decoy. All three of these are criteria that evaluate the 
power of the functions in identifying the decoy structure which is closest to the native structure 
or how well the function separates the lowest energy structure from the mean energy of all 
decoys (Z-score). Among the coarse-grained functions, the two body potential BFKV (Bastolla, 
Farwer, Knapp, & Vendruscolo, 2001) performed best in terms of average RMSD of best decoy 
(5.51) while BT (Betancourt & Thirumalai, 1999) performed best in terms of average TM-score 
of best decoy (0.75) and HLPL (Park & Levitt, 1996) gave the highest average Z-score of best 
decoy (2.00). Even though the performance of the three all-atom potentials is better than the two-
body potentials in terms of RMSD or TM-score of best decoy, our KBF functions give better Z-
score for best decoy (1.6) than the all-atom potentials (1.4).  
DISCUSSION 
In this work, we have utilized the availability of multiple structures of the same protein to 
identify patterns of contact changes between amino acids during conformational changes in 
proteins. Our results show that contact changes between amino acids are not random: contact 
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changes between hydrophobic amino acids are rarely broken and probably are involved in 
stabilizing the three dimensional structure of the protein. Contacts between polar amino acids are 
broken more frequently with the highest number of contact changes occurring between amino 
acids with like charges. The observed pattern correlates highly with the hydrophobicity index 
and size of amino acids as well as average solvent exposure of amino acids in proteins. 
These contact changes also provide important measures of local flexibilities in proteins. 
Analogous to parameterizing knowledge based potential functions using observed frequency of 
residue contacts in a database of known protein structures, we develop for the first time 
knowledge based two-body entropy functions based on the observed frequency of contact 
changes between amino acids from a set of 167 alternate conformations of proteins. By 
combining such entropy measures with previously extracted multi-body long range and short-
range potentials, we generate a new family of free energy functions which have been optimized 
to discriminate native structures of proteins from decoys. We also rigorously test our new free 
energy functions on an independent test dataset and compare its performance with 24 other 
coarse-grained two-body potentials as well as three all-atom potentials. Our results show that the 
new KBF functions introduced in this paper provide significant gains in terms of multiple 
performance metrics and are the best coarse-grained functions across all the ones investigated in 
this study. 
Another interesting result from our paper is that in the formulation of all of the optimized 
KBF functions, the entropy term has the largest weight, which indicates the importance of 
entropic contributions to protein structure. Improved performance relative to all other potential 
functions may be an indication that entropy plays a large role in conformational transitions for 
many proteins. Since free energy       –     , it is expected that more stable systems are 
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characterized by lower energies and higher entropies. Accurate prediction of both the enthalpic 
and entropic contributions is crucial to prediction of relative stabilities of protein structures. 
Extensive research on two-body potential functions has shown that hydrophobic 
interactions have the most stabilizing (lower potential energy) effect and play a role in 
maintaining the core of proteins. Polar interactions contribute to a lesser extent. From this work, 
we learn that polar interactions are most frequently changed during conformational changes, 
thereby contributing extensively to increased entropies in the structure. Hence we hypothesize 
that protein stability is dictated by a tug of war between energetic contribution primarily from 
hydrophobic interactions and entropic contributions primarily from polar and charged 
interactions. A more detailed understanding of various entropic factors is thus essential for 
further improvement of knowledge based free energy functions for proteins. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Datasets 
For obtaining the pattern of amino acid contact changes, we have used 167 protein 
structure pairs from our previously compiled dataset (Yang et al., 2007) from MolMovDB 
(Echols et al., 2003), the database of molecular movements. Each pair consists of two alternate 
structures of the same protein from the PDB. Three structures were eliminated from our previous 
dataset of 170 proteins as they had only C-alpha atoms resolved in the crystal structure. A list of 
the PDB IDs for each of the 167 structure pairs used in this analysis is provided in 
Supplementary Table S1. 
For training and optimizing the weights of the potential and entropy terms for our new 
knowledge-based free energy function (KBFs), we have used the set of the native and decoy 
structures (submissions from participants) for 105 CASP11 targets (see Supplementary Table S5). 
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All the target native structures and decoy structures were obtained from 
http://predictioncenter.org/download_area/CASP11/. This set contains both template-based 
modeling targets and free modeling targets.  
For testing our new free energy functions and comparing their performance with other 
potential functions, we use an independent dataset compiled by Rykunov and Fiser (Rykunov & 
Fiser, 2010) consisting of 143 proteins from CASP5-8 modeling targets and their decoys. A 
cleaned and processed version of the same dataset was used by Zhang et al. for testing their RW 
potentials and was obtained from http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/RW/. All the potentials 
compared in this study have been evaluated on this updated dataset. 
Evaluation of normalized amino acid contact changes 
The database of 167 pairs of structures was used for extracting the frequency of amino 
acid contact changes. For the sake of convenience, let us refer to one of the structure forms as 
open (O) and the other as closed (C). For each form, the residue level contact maps (   and  ) 
were obtained as binary adjacency matrices: 
 
using the criteria that two residues   and   are considered as contacting if any of the heavy atoms 
of residue   are within 4.5 Å of any heavy atom of the residue  . Only contacts between residues 
that are separated by at least three residues in sequence are considered. Let     be the number of 
interactions between amino acid types   and   in form C but not in O,     the number of 
interactions between amino acid   and   present in O but not in C and     be the number of 
interactions between   and   in both O and C. The probability of contact changes between amino 
(1) 
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acid   and amino acid   is summarized in the       fractional contact change (  ) matrix, 
whose elements can be obtained as: 
 
In order to account for the frequency of occurrence of the individual amino acid types 
within the dataset, we also calculate the normalized contact change matrices as a ratio of 
observed to expected probabilities as follows: 
 
where   is the total number of residues analyzed,    the total number of amino acids of 
type   in the dataset,    the total number of amino acids that change contacts,   
  the total number 
of amino acids of type   that change contacts,   the total number of aa contacts in the dataset,    
the total number of amino acid contact changes in the dataset,     the total number of amino acid 
contacts between types   and   and    
  the total number of amino acid contact changes between 
types   and   and   ,   
 ,     and    
  indicate the corresponding probabilities. 
Evaluation of local entropies based on contact changes 
The    matrix can be directly used to obtain an estimate the tendency of contacting 
amino acid pairs to break, which can be used as a measure of entropy by summing up the 
corresponding values for each contact present in the protein. We estimate the knowledge-based 
(2) 
(3) 
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two-body entropies    ( ) for a protein with sequence              with   residues and 
contact map  as follows: 
 
Optimization of weights for potential and entropy terms 
We combine our novel     entropy function with our multi-body and short range 
potential functions to generate a family of optimized knowledge-based free energy functions 
(KBFs). Using an approach similar to the one adopted to generate our previous optimized 
potential (Sumudu P Leelananda et al., 2011), we formulate KBFs as a linear combination of 
three potential functions and one entropy function:  
 
where   ,    ,     and     are the weights for the 4-body sequential potential (30), 4-body 
non-sequential potential (Y. Feng, A. Kloczkowski, & R. L. Jernigan, 2010), short range 
potential (Bahar et al., 1997) and the contact-change based entropy terms respectively. The 
weights are optimized in a manner similar to our previous work (Gniewek et al., 2011) using 
particle-swarm optimization (PSO) by fixing     as 1 and varying all the other terms between 0 
and 20 for multiple objective functions describing performance in discriminating native protein 
structures from decoys: (a) to minimize correlation between free energy measure and RMSD 
with native structure, (b) to minimize RMSD of best decoy with native, (c) maximize Z-score of 
best decoy and (d) to minimize rank of native structure. All the above functions are optimized for 
best performance using a training set of decoys from 105 selected target proteins (including a 
mix of template based and free modeling targets) from the CASP11 competition. The three 
measures of correlation (Pearson‘s correlation coefficient   , Spearman‘s rank correlation 
(4) 
(5) 
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coefficient    and Kendall‘s rank correlation coefficient    are calculated using the formulae 
provided in our previous work (Bahar et al., 1997). The PSO procedure was performed using the 
‗particleswarm‘ function implemented in MATLAB version R2 15a. 
Comparison of performance measures 
The performance of the new family of knowledge-based free energy functions is 
compared with that of the 23 other two-body potentials as well as three other atomic knowledge-
based potentials (dDFIRE (Zhou & Zhou, 2002), RW and RWPlus (62)) using a number of 
conventional metrics: (a) correlation between free energy measure and RMSD from native 
structure as measured by Pearson‘s rank correlation co-efficient, Spearman's rank correlation co-
efficient and Kendall‘s rank correlation co-efficient, (b) RMSD of best ranked decoy from the 
native structure, (e) correlation between free energy measure and TM-score with native structure 
as measured by Pearson‘s rank correlation co-efficient, Spearman's rank correlation co-efficient 
and Kendall‘s rank correlation co-efficient, (f) Z-score of native and (g) number of natives 
ranked first. 
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Supplementary Tables 
Supplementary Table S1. List of 167 protein structure pairs (from MolMovDB) used for 
extraction of amino acid contact change information. Structure pairs are separated by a ‗:‘ 
and corresponding PDB IDs and chain IDs of each structure are separated by a ‗_‘. 
 
1CBU_B : 1C9K_B 
1E0S_A : 2J5X_A 
1BRD_A : 2BRD_A 
4ICB_A : 1CLB_A 
5DFR_A : 4DFR_A 
1PFH_A : 1HDN_A 
1A8V_A : 2A8V_A 
1RCL_A : 1RCK_A 
1K9K_A : 1K9P_A 
1BJY_A : 1BJZ_A 
3TMS_A : 2TSC_A 
2RAN_A : 1AXN_A 
1F3Y_A : 1JKN_A 
1B0O_A : 1BEB_A 
1A03_B : 1CNP_A 
5CRO_A : 6CRO_A 
1A67_A : 1CEW_I 
3ENL_A : 7ENL_A 
1ECB_A : 1ECC_A 
3HVP_A : 4HVP_A 
3ICD_A : 1AI2_A 
6LDH_A : 1LDM_A 
1CRL_A : 1THG_A 
1BMD_A : 4MDH_A 
1DQZ_A : 1DQY_A 
1ORO_A : 1STO_A 
1RRP_A : 1BYU_A 
6Q21_A : 4Q21_A 
1SER_B : 1SES_A 
2KTQ_A : 3KTQ_A 
1TRE_A : 6TIM_A 
1WAS_A : 1JMW_A 
1CHN_A : 3CHY_A 
1DCM_A : 1D5W_A 
1LGR_A : 2GLS_A 
1PRV_A : 1PRU_A 
2PHY_A : 3PYP_A 
1A32_A : 1AB3_A 
1CAQ_A : 1CQR_A 
1THV_A : 1THI_A 
1LB5_A : 1LB4_A 
1FOX_A : 2FOW_A 
1LCC_A : 1LQC_A 
1J74_A : 1J7D_A 
2C4Q_A : 2IZ9_A 
1I69_A : 1I6A_A 
1F8A_B : 1PIN_A 
9AAT_A : 1AMA_A 
8ADH_A : 6ADH_A 
1JKY_A : 1J7N_A 
1BU7_A : 1JPZ_A 
3COX_A : 1COY_A 
1NJG_A : 1NJF_A 
1CTS_A : 4CTS_A 
1A2V_A : 1AVK_A 
1EFW_A : 1G51_B 
2EIA_A : 1EIA_A 
5ER2_E : 4APE_A 
2EZA_A : 3EZA_A 
1GLN_A : 1G59_A 
2GD1_O : 1GD1_O 
1BE1_A : 1B1A_A 
1N8Z_C : 1N8Y_C 
1I6I_A : 1I5S_A 
1LCI_A : 1BA3_A 
1H9K_A : 1H9M_A 
1JYS_A : 1NC3_A 
1DV7_A : 1DVJ_A 
1JQJ_A : 2POL_A 
1PVU_A : 1PVI_A 
1UJ1_A : 1UK2_A 
1NG1_A : 1FFH_A 
1WRP_R : 3WRP_A 
1EVK_A : 1EVL_A 
1AMN_A : 1EA5_A 
1ANK_A : 1AKE_A 
1M8P_A : 1I2D_A 
1BNC_A : 1DV2_A 
1B47_B : 2CBL_A 
1HNG_A : 1HNF_A 
1CLL_A : 1CTR_A 
1CRX_A : 4CRX_A 
1L5E_A : 1L5B_A 
1DAP_B : 3DAP_A 
1GU0_A : 1GU1_A 
1JEJ_A : 1JG6_A 
1DKX_A : 1DKY_A 
1DDT_A : 1MDT_A 
1DPE_A : 1DPP_A 
1N0U_A : 1N0V_C 
2EFG_A : 1FNM_A 
1ERK_A : 2ERK_A 
2NAC_A : 2NAD_A 
1D9V_A : 1MRP_A 
1E88_A : 1E8B_A 
1JBV_A : 1JBW_A 
1GGG_A : 1WDN_A 
1PSD_A : 1GDH_A 
1EX6_A : 1EX7_A 
1OXU_C : 1OXS_C 
1FTO_B : 1FTM_B 
1HRD_A : 1K89_A 
1AON_A : 1OEL_A 
8OHM_A : 1CU1_A 
1IBO_A : 1IBN_A 
1EQ0_A : 1HKA_A 
1AA7_A : 1EA3_A 
1IPD_A : 1OSJ_A 
1BCC_A : 2BCC_A 
2LAO_A : 1LAF_E 
1LFG_A : 1LFH_A 
1P7Q_D : 1G0X_A 
1L97_B : 1L96_A 
1OMP_A : 3MBP_A 
1MML_A : 1QAI_A 
1LUA_A : 1LU9_A 
1EJD_A : 1A2N_A 
1RKM_A : 2RKM_A 
1OIB_A : 1QUK_A 
1PHP_A : 13PK_A 
1CMK_E : 1JLU_E 
1BPD_A : 2BPG_A 
1K23_A : 1K20_A 
1NYL_A : 1GTR_A 
1URP_A : 2DRI_A 
1JSA_A : 1IKU_A 
1TDE_A : 1F6M_E 
1FGU_A : 1JMC_A 
1MSW_D : 1QLN_A 
1BP5_A : 1A8E_A 
1TTP_A : 1TTQ_A 
1AKZ_A : 1SSP_E 
1K93_A : 1K8T_A 
1K92_A : 1KP2_A 
1HOO_B : 1QF5_A 
1CF4_A : 1GRN_A 
1EFT_A : 1ETU_A 
1GDT_A : 2RSL_A 
1GPW_C : 1THF_D 
1G7T_A : 1G7S_A 
1DFK_A : 1B7T_A 
1I7D_A : 1D6M_A 
1MCP_L : 1NCA_L 
1IDI_A : 1IDG_A 
1GP2_A : 1CIP_A 
7AHL_A : 1LKF_A 
3HVT_A : 2HMI_A 
1KLQ_A : 1DUJ_A 
1PSI_A : 7API_A 
5AT1_A : 8ATC_A 
1EER_A : 1BUY_A 
1TIP_A : 1FBT_A 
9GPB_A : 1GPB_A 
2HCO_A : 4HHB_A 
1JMJ_A : 1JMO_A 
2PFK_A : 1PFK_A 
1DKR_A : 1DKU_A 
1G6O_B : 1NLZ_B 
1II0_A : 1IHU_A 
1BHM_A : 1BAM_A 
1Q1B_A : 1Q12_A 
1FU1_A : 1IK9_A 
1IWO_A : 1SU4_A 
1PJR_A : 3PJR_A 
1LWT_A : 1VDE_A 
1IH7_A : 1IG9_A 
1BJT_A : 1BGW_A 
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Supplementary Table S2. List of 105 CASP11 targets used for training the knowledge 
based free energy functions (KBFs). Targets are indicated with their target IDs and domain 
number separated by a ‗-‗. 
 
T0759-D1 
T0759-D2 
T0760-D1 
T0761-D1 
T0761-D2 
T0762-D1 
T0763-D1 
T0764-D1 
T0765-D1 
T0766-D1 
T0767-D1 
T0767-D2 
T0768-D1 
T0769-D1 
T0770-D1 
T0771-D1 
T0772-D1 
T0773-D1 
T0774-D1 
T0776-D1 
T0777-D1 
T0780-D1 
T0780-D2 
T0781-D1 
T0781-D2 
T0782-D1 
T0783-D1 
T0783-D2 
T0784-D1 
T0785-D1 
T0786-D1 
T0789-D1 
T0789-D2 
T0790-D1 
T0790-D2 
T0791-D1 
T0791-D2 
T0792-D1 
T0794-D1 
T0794-D2 
T0796-D1 
T0800-D1 
T0801-D1 
T0803-D1 
T0805-D1 
T0806-D1 
T0807-D1 
T0808-D1 
T0808-D2 
T0810-D1 
T0810-D2 
T0811-D1 
T0812-D1 
T0813-D1 
T0814-D1 
T0814-D2 
T0814-D3 
T0815-D1 
T0816-D1 
T0817-D1 
T0817-D2 
T0818-D1 
T0819-D1 
T0820-D1 
T0820-D2 
T0821-D1 
T0822-D1 
T0823-D1 
T0824-D1 
T0827-D1 
T0827-D2 
T0829-D1 
T0830-D1 
T0830-D2 
T0831-D1 
T0831-D2 
T0832-D1 
T0833-D1 
T0834-D1 
T0834-D2 
T0835-D1 
T0836-D1 
T0837-D1 
T0838-D1 
T0840-D1 
T0840-D2 
T0841-D1 
T0843-D1 
T0845-D1 
T0845-D2 
T0847-D1 
T0848-D1 
T0848-D2 
T0849-D1 
T0851-D1 
T0852-D1 
T0852-D2 
T0853-D1 
T0853-D2 
T0854-D1 
T0854-D2 
T0855-D1 
T0856-D1 
T0857-D1 
T0858-D1 
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Supplementary Table S3. Fractional Contact change matrix. Values in each cell indicate the fraction of contacts of each amino 
acid pair that changes between the alternative conformations. The contacts are collected from across all the 167 structure pairs 
investigated in this study. 
 A I L V M F W G P C N Q S T Y D E R H K 
A 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.14 
I 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.15 
L 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.15 
V 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 
M 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.17 
F 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.15 
W 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.12 
G 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.10 0.18 
P 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.20 
C 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.18 0.06 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.14 
N 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.17 
Q 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.17 
S 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.12 0.18 
T 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.17 
Y 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15 
D 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.13 0.20 0.19 0.13 0.12 0.15 
E 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.15 
R 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.19 0.16 0.20 
H 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.08 0.18 
K 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.18 0.20 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.18 0.19 
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Supplementary Table S4. Normalized Contact change matrix. Values in each cell indicate the normalized fraction of contacts of 
each amino acid pair that changes between the alternative conformations, expressed as ratio of observed to expected probabilities. The 
observed and expected contacts and amino acid frequencies are collected from across all the 167 structure pairs investigated in this 
study. 
 A I L V M F W G P C N Q S T Y D E R H K 
A 0.28 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.42 0.41 0.24 0.35 0.38 0.38 0.30 0.17 0.43 0.44 0.27 0.24 0.38 
I 0.23 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.25 0.22 0.15 0.25 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.12 0.27 0.25 0.16 0.20 0.25 
L 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.22 0.25 0.16 0.22 0.20 0.27 0.19 0.12 0.28 0.29 0.15 0.20 0.25 
V 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.28 0.31 0.16 0.26 0.24 0.26 0.20 0.13 0.32 0.26 0.17 0.24 0.24 
M 0.21 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.14 0.08 0.31 0.26 0.14 0.25 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.12 0.33 0.26 0.16 0.14 0.27 
F 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.24 0.21 0.13 0.24 0.20 0.19 0.16 0.11 0.26 0.22 0.17 0.15 0.23 
W 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.28 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.23 0.16 0.10 0.25 0.23 0.15 0.15 0.19 
G 0.42 0.25 0.22 0.28 0.31 0.24 0.28 0.55 0.50 0.35 0.47 0.47 0.51 0.44 0.27 0.57 0.55 0.39 0.29 0.53 
P 0.41 0.22 0.25 0.31 0.26 0.21 0.14 0.50 0.40 0.33 0.35 0.34 0.42 0.37 0.21 0.49 0.38 0.30 0.33 0.48 
C 0.24 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.35 0.33 0.08 0.22 0.25 0.29 0.25 0.13 0.33 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.23 
N 0.35 0.25 0.22 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.13 0.47 0.35 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.37 0.23 0.38 0.44 0.32 0.31 0.40 
Q 0.38 0.19 0.20 0.24 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.47 0.34 0.25 0.32 0.40 0.34 0.27 0.20 0.38 0.45 0.30 0.30 0.37 
S 0.38 0.23 0.27 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.51 0.42 0.29 0.37 0.34 0.41 0.35 0.23 0.45 0.40 0.31 0.26 0.44 
T 0.30 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.16 0.16 0.44 0.37 0.25 0.37 0.27 0.35 0.30 0.18 0.42 0.39 0.27 0.27 0.33 
Y 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.23 0.20 0.23 0.18 0.09 0.23 0.25 0.16 0.18 0.22 
D 0.43 0.27 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.26 0.25 0.57 0.49 0.33 0.38 0.38 0.45 0.42 0.23 0.59 0.57 0.27 0.30 0.38 
E 0.44 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.23 0.55 0.38 0.26 0.44 0.45 0.40 0.39 0.25 0.57 0.51 0.28 0.32 0.38 
R 0.27 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.39 0.30 0.23 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.27 0.16 0.27 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.34 
H 0.24 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.29 0.33 0.21 0.31 0.30 0.26 0.27 0.18 0.30 0.32 0.26 0.15 0.36 
K 0.38 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.53 0.48 0.23 0.40 0.37 0.44 0.33 0.22 0.38 0.38 0.34 0.36 0.40 
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Supplementary Table S5. Optimized weights for each term obtained using particle swarm optimization for each knowledge 
based free energy function (KBF).    = weight of four body sequential term,     = weight of four body non-sequential term,     = 
weight of short-range potential term,     = weight of contact change based entropy term. 
 
Function 
Optimal Value 
of Function 
                
KBF_corrP
a
 -0.49044 1 0.98733 0.12879 7.3537 
KBF_corrS
a
 -0.4421 1 0.60622 0.18115 9.3053 
KBF_corrK
a
 -0.31749 1 0.56953 0.16952 9.5437 
KBF_rankN
a
 29.711 1 0 0.73542 10.844 
KBF_bdRMSD
a
 6.6648 1 3.3259 0.55543 19.168 
KBF_bdZscore
a
 -2.5389 1 0 0 1.7908 
KBF_corrP
b
 -0.54834 1 0.79748 0.10605 4.6635 
KBF_corrS
b
 -0.44701 1 0.55838 0.10754 3.3806 
KBF_corrK
b
 -0.32233 1 0.58267 0.10236 3.5872 
KBF_rankN
b
 21.124 1 0 0.43964 4.0413 
KBF_bdZscore
b
 8.4166 1 8.3391 0.36455 13.281 
KBF_bdRMSD
b
 -3.238 1 0 0 20 
a
Optimization performed using entropy term computed using fractional contact change matrix 
b
Optimization performed using entropy term computed using normalized contact change matrix 
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Supplementary Table S6. Performance of the novel optimized KBFs in comparison with 23 other 
residue-level statistical potential functions and 3 all-atom statistical potential functions. Metrics 
represent average values across 143 protein targets:       = total number of natives (out of 143) 
extracted,   
     = Pearson correlation with RMSD from native,   
     = Spearman‘s rank correlation 
with RMSD from native,   
     = Kendall‘s rank correlation with RMSD from native,        = rank 
of native structure,   
    = Pearson correlation with TM-score with native,   
    = Spearman‘s rank 
correlation with TM-score with native,   
    = Kendall‘s rank correlation with TM-score with native, 
         = Z-score of native structure,         = RMSD of best decoy from native structure, 
      = TM-score of best decoy with native structure,          = Z-score of best decoy. 
 
Function         
       
       
              
      
      
                                   
calRW 
11
0 0.59 0.61 0.48 1.71 -0.63 -0.65 -0.51 -1.69 4.91 0.78 1.32 
calRWplus 
10
6 0.59 0.61 0.48 1.78 -0.63 -0.65 -0.52 -1.69 4.87 0.78 1.34 
dDFIRE 
10
0 0.54 0.58 0.45 2.87 -0.61 -0.63 -0.50 -1.41 4.79 0.78 1.40 
KBF_corrS
a
 97 0.58 0.61 0.47 1.76 -0.59 -0.62 -0.49 -1.92 5.92 0.73 1.59 
KBF_corrK
a
 96 0.58 0.60 0.47 1.77 -0.59 -0.61 -0.48 -1.92 5.94 0.73 1.60 
KBF_corrP
a
 91 0.59 0.63 0.48 1.87 -0.62 -0.65 -0.51 -1.86 5.91 0.72 1.59 
KBF_rankN
a
 91 0.48 0.50 0.38 1.80 -0.49 -0.51 -0.39 -1.73 6.82 0.68 1.48 
KBF_bdRM
SD
a
 90 0.58 0.62 0.47 1.88 -0.61 -0.64 -0.50 -1.86 5.94 0.73 1.56 
KBF_corrK
b
 87 0.57 0.61 0.47 1.91 -0.63 -0.65 -0.52 -1.77 6.07 0.71 1.56 
KBF_corrP
b
 87 0.58 0.62 0.48 1.92 -0.63 -0.65 -0.52 -1.80 5.84 0.73 1.58 
KBF_corrS
b
 87 0.57 0.61 0.47 1.92 -0.63 -0.65 -0.52 -1.76 6.08 0.71 1.56 
KBF_rankN
b
 86 0.47 0.52 0.40 1.87 -0.52 -0.55 -0.43 -1.66 6.83 0.68 1.48 
KBF_bdZsc
ore
b
 79 0.47 0.46 0.35 2.26 -0.41 -0.43 -0.33 -1.65 7.06 0.67 1.70 
KBF_bdRM
SD
b
 78 0.55 0.59 0.45 2.42 -0.62 -0.63 -0.49 -1.59 5.74 0.74 1.56 
4BOPT
c
 72 0.44 0.51 0.39 2.38 -0.54 -0.57 -0.45 -1.46 6.71 0.70 1.47 
KBF_bdZsc
ore
a
 71 0.52 0.56 0.42 2.37 -0.58 -0.59 -0.46 -1.61 6.11 0.71 1.65 
BT 58 0.41 0.44 0.33 3.75 -0.47 -0.47 -0.36 -1.49 5.53 0.75 1.80 
Qp 57 0.39 0.40 0.30 4.00 -0.41 -0.42 -0.32 -1.32 6.25 0.74 1.94 
BFKV 57 0.42 0.46 0.35 3.41 -0.48 -0.49 -0.37 -1.52 5.51 0.74 1.86 
TD 57 0.39 0.40 0.30 4.32 -0.43 -0.41 -0.32 -1.30 5.78 0.73 1.82 
SKJG 55 0.34 0.41 0.31 3.04 -0.42 -0.45 -0.34 -1.37 6.06 0.72 1.62 
fourBody
d
 53 0.42 0.48 0.36 3.04 -0.52 -0.52 -0.40 -1.30 7.16 0.69 1.59 
genFour
e
 53 0.46 0.52 0.39 3.48 -0.56 -0.57 -0.44 -1.25 6.41 0.72 1.55 
VD 53 0.39 0.43 0.31 3.87 -0.45 -0.46 -0.34 -1.37 6.18 0.73 1.82 
MJ3h 51 0.40 0.43 0.32 4.17 -0.46 -0.45 -0.35 -1.34 5.64 0.73 1.82 
HLPL 50 0.38 0.39 0.29 4.01 -0.40 -0.41 -0.31 -1.28 6.38 0.73 2.00 
SKOa 49 0.31 0.38 0.28 3.20 -0.38 -0.42 -0.31 -1.27 7.34 0.72 1.57 
SKOb 48 0.37 0.42 0.31 3.02 -0.44 -0.46 -0.34 -1.45 6.50 0.72 1.88 
4BOPT_GN
M
f
 46 0.20 0.33 0.26 3.18 -0.32 -0.41 -0.33 -1.06 14.03 0.58 1.80 
TEl 46 0.38 0.42 0.31 4.07 -0.46 -0.45 -0.35 -1.36 5.84 0.73 1.86 
TEs 46 0.39 0.43 0.31 3.82 -0.47 -0.47 -0.35 -1.39 5.75 0.74 1.88 
MJ3 46 0.35 0.41 0.30 3.43 -0.43 -0.44 -0.33 -1.36 6.26 0.71 1.73 
MJPL 45 0.31 0.29 0.22 5.05 -0.29 -0.29 -0.22 -1.02 6.87 0.69 1.86 
MJ2h 45 0.33 0.31 0.24 5.10 -0.31 -0.32 -0.24 -1.05 6.94 0.69 1.84 
Qm 42 0.28 0.36 0.27 3.85 -0.36 -0.39 -0.29 -1.21 7.53 0.71 1.64 
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MS 42 0.36 0.41 0.30 3.63 -0.44 -0.44 -0.33 -1.34 6.16 0.72 1.79 
shortRange
g
 39 0.24 0.29 0.22 3.76 -0.30 -0.32 -0.24 -1.05 9.63 0.57 1.40 
GKS 38 0.31 0.35 0.25 4.43 -0.37 -0.38 -0.28 -1.18 6.47 0.71 1.80 
Qa 37 0.27 0.36 0.27 4.10 -0.36 -0.39 -0.29 -1.16 6.79 0.71 1.62 
TS 36 0.30 0.28 0.21 5.36 -0.27 -0.28 -0.21 -1.00 6.89 0.68 1.89 
MSBM 17 0.01 0.00 0.00 8.24 0.00 0.02 0.01 -0.11 9.86 0.61 1.17 
RO 7 0.12 0.18 0.13 8.06 -0.18 -0.20 -0.15 -0.36 10.64 0.64 1.49 
MJ1 0 -0.24 -0.20 -0.15 14.34 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.76 17.51 0.50 1.80 
a 
KBF obtained from optimization performed using entropy term computed using fractional contact 
change matrix 
b
 KBF obtained from optimization performed using entropy term computed using normalized contact 
change matrix 
c 
Optimized potential function from (Vakser & Kundrotas, 2008) 
d 
Sequential four-body potential function developed in (Ritchie, 2008) 
e
 Non-sequential four-body potential function introduced in (Vajda & Kozakov, 2009) 
f
 Free energy function combining optimized potential with entropies from elastic network models 
introduced in (Meirovitch, 2007) 
g
 Short range potentials introduced in (Kihara et al., 2009) 
All other abbreviated potentials as described in (J. Zhang et al., 2011) 
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Supplementary Figures 
 
Supplementary Figure S1. Schematic workflow of the method for extracting contact change 
matrices. Structures for 167 pairs of alternate conformations of proteins are obtained from the 
MolMovDB. Contact maps are constructed for each form using the distance cutoff of 4.5 A between 
heavy atoms. Contact maps of the two forms of each protein are compared and statistics of changed and 
unchanged contacts are collected for every pair of amino acids and summed up for all proteins to obtain 
the contact change matrices. 
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Supplementary Figure S2. Fractional amino acid contact change matrix. (a) Heatmap showing the 
fractional amino acid contact changes between pairs of amino acids expressed as ratio of number of 
changed contacts to total number of contacts. Amino acids are represented by the corresponding one-
letter codes.  
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Supplementary Figure S3. Principal component analysis of contact change matrices. (a) Percentage 
of variance captured by each individual PC (blue) of the normalized contact change matrix. Cumulative 
percentage of variance is shown in red lines. The first PC captures 43.8% of the variance and the 
subsequent PCs capture much lesser variance. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. Value of each Principal component eigenvector along each of 
the 20 amino acids. Heatmap showing the value of each eigen vector (columns) along each 
of the 20 amino acids (rows). 
